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ABSTRACT 

The RecA protein of Escherichia co/ils a small protein 

involved in many important functions including homologous 

recombination, mutagenic repair, regulation of the SOS system, and 

prophage induction. In normally growing cells, RecA is in an 

inactive form. However, when cells are subjected to DNA damage, 

RecA forms a helical filament with single stranded DNA and ATP. 

This ternary complex is the activated form of RecA. 

A key step in the regulation of several of these processes is 

the RecA mediated cleavage of different proteins. However, RecA is 

not a classic protease, but instead causes these proteins to 

undergo autodigestion. The main goal of this research was to 

investigate the role that RecA plays in cleavage by determining 

what residues in RecA interact with the cleavage substrates LexA, 

UmuD and X CI. 

A possible model for the binding of the cleavage substrates in 

the cleft formed between two adjacent RecA monomers in an 

activated filament has been proposed. Site-directed mutagenesis 
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was used to change residues in RecA that map to the cleft. An 

analysis of previously characterized recA mutants also suggested 

other regions of RecA that might interact with the cleavage 

substrates. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to also change 

these residues. Candidate residues were changed to alanine in order 

to reduce side chain contacts while minimizing perturbation of 

protein folding. 

The RecA mutant proteins were then characterized for ability 

to do recombination and ONA repair, and were examined for ability 

to mediate the cleavage of LexA, UmuD and X CI. Several mutants 

showed some defects in cleavage of LexA or X. CI, while being 

proficient for other RecA functions. The fact that these mutants 

are selectively defective for cleavage of one protein, but not the 

others, suggests they can form activated filaments. Most of the 

mutations that differentially affected cleavage of LexA or X CI 

mapped outside of the cleft region. This result suggests that the 

cleavage substrates do not bind in the cleft, but instead that the 

cleavable proteins may bind in the groove formed between turns of 

the RecA filament. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Biological Functions of RecA 

The RecA protein of Escherichia coli is an important 

multifunctional protein involved in homologous recombination, 

mutagenic repair, and regulation of DNA damage inducible genes. 

Cells defective for RecA function are sensitive to DNA damage, are 

unable to undergo recombination after conjugal mating, and have 

defects in chromosomal segregation. RecA is well conserved in 

prokaryotes, with over sixty eubacterial recA genes isolated from 

organisms including gram positive bacteria, proteobacteria, 

mycoplasma, and cyanobacteria (Karlin and Brocchieri, 1996). 

Homologous proteins with similar functions have been isolated 

from eukaryotes including flys, yeast, and humans (Brendel et al., 

1997)(McKee et al., 1996)(Li et al., 1997). 

The RecA monomer is a relatively small protein of 352 amino 

acids; however all of its activities require the formation of 

polymeric filaments. In vitro, RecA monomers bind single stranded 

DNA (ssDNA) and ATP, forming an activated RecA (RecA*) filament 

along the DNA. In vivo, sources of ssDNA may arise from the action 
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of RecBCD enzyme, replisomes stalled at sites of DNA damage, or 

other processes that create single stranded or gapped DNA. 

To carry out the process of homologous recombination, RecA 

must bind to two separate molecules of DNA. The initial molecule 

of DNA is the single stranded or gapped DNA on which the activated 

RecA filament forms. However, to repair the damaged DNA by using 

homologous recombination, the RecA* filament must now bind a 

second molecule of DNA. The mechanism by which RecA* searches 

for homology in the secondary molecule of double stranded DNA 

(dsDNA) is unknown, but the formation of a three stranded DNA 

complex promoted by RecA has been suggested as a recombination 

intermediate (Kurumizaka and Shibata, 1996)(Mazin and 

Kowalczykowski, 1996)(Voloshin and Camerini-Otero, 1997). 

As well as playing a direct role in DNA repair via homologous 

recombination and mutagenic repair, RecA also plays an indirect 

role by regulating the expression of other proteins. The presence of 

RecA* triggers a global cellular response known as the SOS 

response. LexA is a repressor that regulates the expression of a 

group of more than 20 genes called the SOS operon (Lewis et al., 

1994). These include recA, lex A and umuDC, and other genes whose 
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products are involved in repair. RecA* causes the cleavage of the 

LexA repressor, and since recA is regulated by LexA, cleavage of 

LexA leads to higher levels of RecA in the cell. (See figure 1.1) As 

the DNA is repaired, levels of RecA* drop and LexA is no longer 

cleaved. This allows LexA levels to increase and once again repress 

the SOS genes. It is interesting to note that in addition to RecA 

being highly conserved, the SOS system also appears to be present 

in other bacteria. The £ coH recA promoter was determined to be 

repressed during normal growth, and induced by DNA damage in 20 

different gram negative genera (Fernandez de Henestrosa et al., 

1991), implying the inactivation of a repressor. Several lexA genes 

from other organisms have been sequenced (Garriga et al., 

1992)(Riera et al., 1994). Also, the R subtilus LexA homolog, DinR, 

is cleaved by E coli RecA, and the B. subtilus RecA cleaves E coli 

LexA (Winterling et al., 1997). 

RecA* also promotes the cleavage of UmuD, a protein involved 

in mutagenic repair. In contrast to LexA which is inactivated by 

cleavage, the UmuD cleavage product, UmuD', is the active form of 

the protein. UmuD' forms a complex with UmuC that is Involved in 

mutagenic repair. As well as cleavage of LexA and UmuD, RecA 
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Figure 1.1: SOS Induction 
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the SOS response controled by RecA and LexA. RecA forms an 
activated filament on ssDNA. The activated RecA mediates the cleavage of LexA, 
derepressing the SOS genes. As the DNA damage is repaired, the RecA is no longer 
activated, so LexA is no longer cleaved. As levels of intact LexA increase, the SOS 
genes are once again repressed. 
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plays another role in mutagenic repair (Sweasy et al., 1990). 

Although the mechanism Is still unclear, RecA* may directly 

interact with the UmuD'C complex and stalled polymerases (Murii 

and Walker, 1993). 

As well as cellular proteins, a number of temperate phage, 

such as A., have repressors that are cleaved by RecA*. A temperate 

phage can live by two different pathways (Figure 1.2). One 

possibility is that the infecting phage can stably Incorporate its 

genome into the host cell's chromosome, making a lysogen. 

Maintenance of lysogenization is controlled by the presence of a 

repressor protein, such as CI in the case of X. CI repressor prevents 

expression of the X genes involved in phage replication and lysis of 

the cell. In the lysogenic state, the phage is replicated along with 

the host's chromosome, and so is passed on to the cell's progeny. 

The alternative lifestyle for the phage is to start replicating its 

DNA soon after injecting its DNA into the host. In this case, CI 

repressor is not produced, and the genes involved in the lytic 

pathway of the phage are expressed. The phage replicates its 

genome and packages Its DNA into a protein coat, and then lyses the 
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Figure 1.2: The Two Lifestyles of Lambda Phage 
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Figure 1.2 illustrates the two possible lifestyles of lambda phage. In the lytic 
pathway, the phage replicates and then lyses the cell to release its progeny. 
In the lysogenic pathway, the phage integrates its genome into the host cell's 
chromosome. DNA damage and activation of RecA causes lysogenic cells to 
enter the lytic pathway. 
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cell to release Its progeny. 

The lysogenic lifestyle is maintained by the presence of CI 

protein and is normally very stable. However, if the host cell's DNA 

is damaged, RecA protein becomes activated. The ability of RecA* 

to cleave phage repressors, allows the lysogenic phages to sense 

that their host has been damaged, and abandon ship by switching to 

the lytic pathway, thus reproducing before their host dies. 

1.2 RecA Mediated Cleavage Model 

Although it is the binding of LexA to RecA* that triggers LexA 

cleavage, analysis of the LexA cleavage reaction suggests that 

RecA* does not act as a true protease, but instead causes LexA to 

cleave itself. At elevated pH in the absence of RecA*, LexA cleaves 

itself (Little, 1984). The products of the autocleavage reaction are 

the same as the products in the presence of RecA*. This result, and 

the analysis of several types of LexA mutants, has led to a model 

whereby binding of LexA to RecA* causes a conformational change 

in LexA leading to LexA autodigestion (Roland et al., 1992). All the 

residues directly involved in the chemistry of cleavage are in LexA 

rather than RecA, suggesting that RecA* is a coprotease, rather 
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than a conventional protease. Autodigestion at elevated pH has also 

been shown for A,CI (Little, 1984), and UmuD protein (Burckhardt et 

al., 1988). It is now assumed that all of the proteins that undergo 

RecA mediated cleavage work in a similar manner. 

The current model for LexA cleavage proposes that LexA acts 

as a serine protease. The hydroxyl group of Serl 19 acts as a 

nucleophile attacking the carbonyl carbon in the peptide chain at 

the cleavage site. The deprotonated e-amino group of Lysl 56 

activates the Serl 19 hydroxyl for attack by accepting its proton 

(Slilaty and Little, 1987). It is possible that RecA* provides 

residues that deprotonate residue Lysl 56, which would explain why 

a high pH environment mimics the action of RecA*. Another 

possibility is that RecA* stabilizes some conformation of LexA 

such that residues on LexA titrate Lysl 56. In this case, RecA* does 

not directly contribute any chemistry to the reaction. 

1.3 Biochemistry of RecA 

Given that homologous recombination is an important function 

for all organisms, RecA has been extensively studied in vitro as 
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well as in vivo. All of the functions of RecA depend on the 

formation of activated filaments; however, RecA may also exist as 

monomers, inactive filaments, and side by side aggregates of 

inactive filaments called bundles. The balance between these 

different forms may play a role in the regulation of RecA activity. 

In the presence of ATP, RecA binds ssDNA in the "high affinity" 

form. This complex forms an elongated filament with a helical 

pitch of « 95A which stretches out the DNA to 1 50% of its unbound 

length. One RecA monomer is bound for every three nucleotides, 

with about six monomers per turn. Figure 1.3 A is a cartoon of RecA 

monomers forming a filament bound to DNA. In the presence of 

ssDNA and ADP or no nucleotide cofactor, RecA binds weakly to 

DNA, forming the "low affinity" filament, which has a helical pitch 

of « 70A (Stasiak and Di Capua, 1982). RecA filaments are unable 

to interconvert between these two forms; instead subunits must 

depolymerize and then reform a new filament (Yu and Egelman, 

1992). RecA can also form activated filaments in the absence of 

DNA under certain conditions. For example, under high salt 

conditions, RecA forms filaments in the absence of DNA that 

possess both ATPase activity (Pugh and Cox, 1988) and LexA 
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Figure 1.3: RecA Structure and Position of Residues Involved in Different 
Functions 

Figure 1.3 depicts the general structure of RecA, and shows some of the regions 
believed to be involved in different functions. The RecA monomers alternate between 
light and dark blue. As described in the text, residues proposed to be involoved in DNA 
binding are pink, nucleotide cofactor binding amino adds are red, and those involved 
in interfilament interactions are green. (A) Is a cartoon of RecA monomers forming a 
filament along a strand of DNA. (B) Is seven subunits. A complete tum of the helical 
filament is six monomers as depicted in (A). (C) Is a view through the center of the 
RecA filament. The DNA shown in (A) would run through the central hole in this view. 
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cleavage activity (DiCapua et al., 1992). 

The RecA crystal structure has been solved to a 2.3 A 

resolution (Story et al., 1992). RecA crystals were grown in the 

absence of DNA or a nucleotide cofactor, but the monomers still 

formed filaments within the crystal. Monomers within the crystal 

structure appear to be in a form that is intermediate between the 

low and high affinity forms, as the helical pitch of the crystal 

structure filament is «83A. Figure 1.3 B and C show a RecA 

filament of seven monomers (one turn of the helix contains six 

monomers) derived from the crystal structure. Figure 1.3 B is a 

view similar to 1.3 A, but without the DNA. Figure 1.3 C is looking 

up from the bottom of the helix; the DNA would run through the 

central cavity. The crystal structure includes residues 3 through 

329, although the structure of two regions of disordered loops (LI 

and L2) could not be determined. LI consists of residues 157 to 1 64 

and is believed to be involved in binding to the secondary molecule 

of dsDNA. L2 includes residues 195 to 209 and is thought to bind 

the initial strand of ssDNA. Recently a 20 amino acid peptide 

corresponding to residues 194 to 212 has been shown to bind both 

ssDNA and dsDNA, and to unstack ssDNA, key steps in homologous 
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recombination (Voloshin et al., 1996). Photochemical cross linking 

of RecA to polydT has also suggested a role for residues 61-72, 

178-183, and 233-243 in DNA binding (Rehrauer and 

Kowalczykowski, 1996). Residues proposed to be involved in DNA 

binding are colored purple in Figure 1.3. Note that they lie close to 

the center of the filament. 

RecA can promote both strand exchange between homologous 

substrates and LexA cleavage in the presence of ATPyS, a poorly 

hydrolyzable form of ATP. However, hydrolysis of ATP is necessary 

for several activities including exchange through heterologous 

regions of DNA, binding of two dsDNA substrates, and filament 

disassembly (Shan and Cox, 1997)(Bedale and Cox, 1996). The 

nucleotide binding site was determined by diffusing ADP into the 

crystals (Story and Steitz, 1992). The adenine of ADP stacks with 

Tyr 103, and makes specific contacts with Asp 100 and Gly 265. 

Model building suggests that the 7-phosphate of ATP may interact 

with Asp 144, Glu 96 and/or Gin 194. Also, Tyr 264 photo cross 

links with an ATP analog (Knight and McEntee, 1985a)(Knight and 

McEntee, 1985b), although no specific contacts are seen in the 
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structure. Residues believed to interact with the nucleotide 

cofactor are colored red in Figure 1.3. Recent work suggests that 

Gin 194 does not play a role in the actual binding of ATP, but that 

the interaction between Gin 194 and ATP stabilizes the structure 

of the L2 loop, promoting binding of ssDNA (Kelley and Knight, 

1997). Thus, Gin 194 may be important for switching RecA from its 

low affinity to its high affinity form. 

In the absence of DNA, inactive RecA filaments have been 

observed to form aggregates under certain conditions in vitro 

(Griffith and Shores, 1985). It has been proposed that these bundles 

are a storage form of RecA: a way to keep RecA protein available, 

but inactive, in the cell. Interfilament contacts were seen in the 

crystal structure between residues 25-39 in one filament and 

residues 298-301 in a different filament. These residues are 

colored green in figure 1.3. Mutations that map to the proposed 

interfilament interface are activated for LexA cleavage in the 

absence of DNA damage, even though they appear to be relatively 

far from the DNA and nucleotide binding regions (Story et al., 

1992)(Wang and Tessman, 1986). This suggests that these mutant 

RecA proteins may be activated by inappropriate signals in the cell, 
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1.4 Interactions between RecA and the Cleavable Proteins 

Over 20 proteins believed to undergo RecA-mediated cleavage 

have been isolated, forming a group consisting of phage repressors, 

LexA analogs, or UmuD-like proteins. LexA and X CI have been the 

most well characterized of these proteins. Although the structures 

of LexA and CI have not been solved, proteolysis data suggest that 

these proteins have two compactly folded domains with a flexible 

hinge region connecting them. The N-terminal domain is postulated 

to be involved in DNA binding, while the C-terminal domain is 

believed to be important for dimerization, coopertivity, binding to 

RecA, and catalyzing cleavage. Indeed, truncated LexA and CI 

proteins missing their N-terminal regions still undergo RecA 

mediated cleavage with the same efficiency as the full length 

proteins (Sauer et al., 1982)(Little, 1984). Also mutations 

affecting dimerization, cleavage, and coopertivity map to the 

C-terminal domain (Gimble and Sauer, 1985)(Lin and Little, 

1989)(Benson et al., 1994). 
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A, CI proteins usually exist as dimers in solution. However, CI 

mutants that are defective for dimerization are better substrates 

for RecA mediated cleavage, and a covalently linked CI dimer is 

resistant to cleavage (Gimble and Sauer, 1986)(Cohen et al., 1981). 

These data suggest that the CI monomer is the substrate for RecA 

mediated cleavage. Similarly, covalently crosslinked dimers of 

UmuD are resistant to RecA mediated cleavage, suggesting UmuD 

monomers are also the substrate for RecA (Lee et al,, 1996). 

In a screen for non-inducible X phage, a number of A. CI mutants 

were isolated that appear to affect the interaction between CI and 

RecA. Although the interaction between the CI mutants and RecA 

was not directly tested, these mutants are defective for RecA 

mediated cleavage and are like wt for autodigestion, operator 

binding, and dimerization (Gimble and Sauer, 1985)(Gimble and 

Sauer, 1986), These data suggest that these mutants may have a 

specific defect in interacting with RecA*. Interestingly, although 

similar screens have been used to analyze LexA (Lin and Little, 

1989), mutants defective for interaction with RecA have not been 

isolated. There are several possibilities why this type of mutant 
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has not been found for LexA. One possibility is that mutations in 

LexA that affect RecA mediated cleavage also affect other LexA 

functions, such as DNA binding. Another possibility is that the 

concentration of LexA in the cells was above the Km of LexA binding 

to RecA. Thus, changes in the interaction between LexA and RecA 

would not be detectable using this approach. It is also possible that 

this type of mutant could exist, but that not enough mutants were 

characterized. 

Although some X CI mutants defective for the interaction with 

RecA have been isolated, little work has been done to determine 

how their interactions with RecA might have been affected. Also, 

as discussed below, different cleavable proteins may interact with 

RecA in different ways. Thus, mutants in several different 

cleavable proteins that specifically affect RecA-mediated cleavage 

could be useful. Studying this class of mutant in conjunction with 

RecA mutants defective for cleavage should be helpful for 

determining the mechanism by which RecA stimulates 

autodigestion. 
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1.5 Evidence that RecA Interacts Differently with Various 

Cleavable Proteins 

As discussed above, many proteins that undergo RecA mediated 

cleavage have been isolated; however, little is known about how all 

of these different proteins interact with RecA. An alignment of 

these proteins does reveal some conserved residues. In figure 1.4, 

absolutely conserved residues are shown in red, and conservative 

changes are purple. However, several lines of evidence suggest that 

there is no conserved RecA binding site in these proteins. 

First, mutations in these conserved residues in LexA and XCI, 

underlined in figure 1.4, have been shown to affect autodigestion as 

well as RecA mediated cleavage (Lin and Little, 1989)(Gimble and 

Sauer, 1986). This suggests they are involved in the chemistry of 

cleavage rather than interactions with RecA. Also, alignment of 

these proteins with the crystal structure of UmuD' (Peat et al., 

1996) suggests that the relatively conserved hydrophobic residues 

lie in the hydrophobic core inside the proteins, and would not be 

available for interaction with RecA. 

Second, as stated above, Gimble and Sauer isolated a set of 
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Figure 1.4: Alignment of RecA Mediated Cleavage Substrates 
* 

Ec lexA 58 IVSGA-SRGIRLLQEEEEGLPLVG--RVAMEPLLAQQ-HIEG--HYQV-DP--
Ec umuD MLF-I--KPADLREIVTF--PLFSDLV-QCGFPSPAAD-YVEQ--RIDL-NQ--
k cl 70 MYEA-VSMQPSL—RSEYE-PVFSHVQ--iaMFSPELRTFTKG--DAERWVS--

St umuD MEF-F--RPTELREIIPL--PFFSYLV-PCGFPSPAAD-YIEQ--RIDL-NE--
St samA MLL-LVAPEQEPVQSTA---PLFrE-RCPAGFPSPAAD-YTEE--ELDL-NA--
Ec mucA MKVDIFESSGASVHSI PFY-LQRISAGFPSPAQG-YEKQ—ELNL-HE — 
Ec impA MST-VYHRPADPSGDDSYVRPLFAD-RCQAGFPSPATD-YAEQ--ELDL-NS--
St lexA 58 IVSGA-SRGIRLLQEEEDGLPLVG--RVAAGEPLLAQQ-HIEG--HYQV-DP--
(t)80 cl 84 TV-DAWDKNPTL-PDDEVEVPFLKDIEFACGDGRVHDEDHNGFKRL-FSK-ATL 
434 cl 64 TSDSNVRFVGHVEPKGKY—PLISMVR--AGSWCEACEPYDIK--DIAEWYD--
P22 cll 69 LSQTNVAYHSRHEPRGSY--PLISWVS--AGQWMEAVEPYHKR--AIENWHD--
HK22 cl 78 -DDGITVNHLSR-SNDYYRVDVL-DVQASAGPGTMVSNEFIEKIRAIEYTTEQA 

SLFKPNADFLLRVSGMSMC DIGIMDGDLUVHKTQDVR-NGQVWARIDD--EVI-
---LLIQHPSATYFVKASGDSMI DGGISDGDLLIVDSAITAS-HGDIVIAAVDG--EFT-
---TTKKASADAFWLEVEGNSMTAPTGSKPSFPDGMLILVDPEQAVE-PGDFCIARI-GGDEFT-

---LLVSHPSSTYFVKASGDSMI EAGISDGDLLVVDSSRNAD-HGDIVIAAIEG--EFT-
---YCIRRPAATFFVRAIGDSM< EMGLHSGDLMVVDKAEKPM-QGDIVIAETDG--EFT-
---YCVRHPSATYFLRVSGSSME DGRIHDGDVLWDRSLTAS-HGSIWACIHN--EFT-
---YCISRPAATFFLRASGESW QAGVQNGDLLVVDRAEKPQ-HGDIVIAEIDG--EFT-

SLFKPSADFLLRVSGMSMK DIGIMDGDLLAVHKTQDVR-NGQVWARIDD--EVT-
R-RVGANSDSGVLCFPASGDSM EPVIPDGATVAVDTGNKRNIDGE-LYAINQG--D---
---SDVNLLGNGFWLKVEGDSMrSPVG--QSIPEGHMVLVDTGREPV-NGSLWAKLTDANEAT-
---TTVDCSEDSFWLDVQGDSMrAPAG--LSIPEGMIILVDPEVEPR-NGKLWAKVEGENEATE 
RILFNGRPQESVKVITVRGDSM EGTINPGDEIFVDVSITC-FDGDGIYVFVYG--KTMH 

VKRLKKQGNKVELLP--ENSEFKPIVVDLRQQSFTIEGLAV--GVIRNGDWL 
VKKLQLRP-TVLLIPMNSA--YRPITISSE-DTLDVFGVVI-H-VV---KAMR 
FKKLIRDSGQVFLQPLN--PQYPMIPC---NESCSVVGKVI-ASQWPEET-FG 

VKRLQLRP-TVQLIPMNGA--YRPIPVGSE-DTLDIFGVVT-F-II---KAVS 
VKRLQLKP-RIALLPIN--PAYP--TLYPE-E-LQIFGVVT-A-FIHKTRSTD 
VKRLLLRP-QC-LMPMNK—DFPVYYIDPDNESVEIWGVVr-HSLIEHPVCLR 
VKRlLLRP-RPALEPYSDSPEFR-'TLYPE-N-ICIFGWr-H-VIHRTR-LR 
VKRLKKQGNKVELLP--ENSEFTPIVVDLREQSFTIEGLAV--GVIRNGEWL 
LKRIKQQLYRKPGGILIRSINRDYDDEEADEADVEIIGFVFWYSVLRYRR 
FKKLVIDG6QKYLKGLNK-PSWPMTPI---NGNCKIIGVW-EARV-K---FV 
FKKLVMDAGRKFLKPLN--PQYPMIEI---NGNCKIIGVW-DAKLAN---LP 
VKRLQMQKNR--LAVISDNAAYDRWYIEEGEEEQLHILAKVLIRQSIDYKRFG 

An alignment of several proteins that undergo RecA mediated self cleavage (Battisa et al 
1990, C. Mao personal communication, Smith et al 1990, Mustard et al). The star indicates 
the cleavage site. In cases where only the carboxyl terminal portion of the protein is 
included, the number indicates the position of the first amino acid shown. Ec stands for E. coli 
and St stands for S. typhimurium. The three proteins, k Cl, Ec LexA and Ec UmuD, discussed 
in more detail in the text are separated from the other proteins. 



mutants in X, repressor that appear to be defective with 

interactions with RecA, but that undergo normal autodigestion 

(Gimble and Sauer, 1986). These mutations, shown in green in 

figure 1.4, map to residues that are not conserved among the 

cleavable proteins. Similarly, in an attempt to determine which 

amino acids in UmuD interact with RecA, Lee and Walker used 

protein crosslinking (Lee and Walker, 1996). Residues in UmuD that 

crosslinked with RecA are shown in blue in figure 1.4. Again, the 

residues that did crosslink are not conserved among the cleavable 

proteins. 

Third, RecA mutants have been isolated that appear to be 

defective for cleavage of one protein, but not others. However, the 

analysis of these mutants is difficult because of the pleiotropic 

effects of most recA mutations. Many of the recA alleles 

differentially affected for cleavage are also altered in their 

abilities for DNA binding, competition with single stranded binding 

protein or other functions. Often when these defects are 

compensated by, for example, overexpression of the RecA mutant or 

removal of single stranded binding protein, these mutants will 
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regain their cleavage functions (Kowalczykowski, 1991)(Dutreix et 

al., 1992). 

Further evidence that RecA interacts differently with 

different proteins includes the observation that LexA and X CI 

proteins are activated for cleavage in vitro under different 

conditions. LexA cleavage is stimulated by addition of poly dA or dT 

oligonucleotides six bases in length, with a preference for dT. A, CI 

cleavage requires longer oligonucleotides of at least nine bases and 

poly A yields better cleavage than dT (Konola et al., 1995). 

Although the LexA and CI cleavage reactions were done under 

different conditions, one simple interpretation is that the RecA* 

filament can have different forms, and that different forms 

interact with the different cleavable proteins. 

Although the site of interaction of each protein with RecA 

remains unknown, the lack of a conserved binding site for RecA 

would suggest the possibility that each cleavable protein interacts 

with a different site in RecA. This possibility strengthens the 

argument that RecA does not act as a true protease, as that would 

require the evolution of separate catalytic centers for each protein 
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cleaved. 

1.6 Rationale for Project 

To further our understanding of the role RecA* plays In 

cleavage, we would like to examine the Interaction between RecA* 

and Its coprotease substrates. This work has centered around 

finding mutations in RecA that have lost the ability to promote 

cleavage of one or more coprotease substrates while retaining the 

other functions of RecA*. Although our lab has characterized LexA 

in more depth than the other coprotease substrates, RecA mutants 

defective for stimulation of cleavage for any of the coprotease 

substrates should lead to Insights about how protein-protein 

interactions lead to cleavage. With the Isolation of more rec>4-like 

genes from a widening range of organisms, disentangling the 

functions of RecA should provide insight into general DNA repair 

and recombination mechanisms. More generally, these mutants may 

be used to probe questions about reversible protein-protein 

interactions, and interactions between effectors and self 

processing proteins. 

I have taken several approaches to obtain coprotease defective 
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RecA* mutants . The first was a genetic approach to find RecA 

alleles that could not cleave LexA, but were still able to cleave XCI 

or undergo recombination. The second was a site directed 

mutagenesis approach utilizing a combination of information from 

the crystal structure and physical and genetic data to suggest 

where interactions between RecA* and other proteins may occur. 
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

Chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma, Fisher 

Chemicals,and U. S. Biochemicals. Restriction enzymes, T4 DNA 

polymerase, and T4 DNA ligase were obtained from New England 

Biolabs, Promega and Boehringer Mannheim. Protran nitrocellulose 

was from Schleicher & Schuell. Anti-rabbit IgG-POD was from 

Boehringer Mannheim and ECL Western Blotting Detection System 

was from Amersham. Rabbit antibodies against RecA, LexA and A, CI 

were generated by John Little. Affinity purified UmuD antibody was 

a gift from Roger Woodgate. Oligonucleotides for site directed 

mutagenesis, sequencing, and PCR were from the Midland Certified 

Reagent Company or the Division of Biotechnology at the University 

of Arizona. The Altered Sites Site Directed Mutagenesis kit was 

from Promega. 35S-Met used in pulse labelling was from ICN. 

2.2 Computer Modeling of the RecA Crystal Structure 

Coordinates for the RecA monomer were obtained from the 

Brookhaven Protein Data Base (#P2REB). A model of the RecA 
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filament was produced by using the crystal symmetry of the 

monomers in the filament, and rotating the monomer coordinates. 

This was graciously done by Sue Roberts. The RecA filament model 

was then examined using the Insight II program and RasMac v2.5 

(Sayle and Milner-white, 1995). 

2.3 Bacterial and Phage Growth 

Growth media were prepared as described in Miller (Miller, 

1972) with antibiotic concentrations as described in Maniatis et al 

(Maniatis et al., 1982). X growth was as described in Silhavy et al 

(Silhavy et al., 1984). 

2.4 Bacterial Strains, Phage, Plasmids and 

Oligonucleotides 

Bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Tables 2.1 

through 2.4. 

Lambda phage are listed in Table 2.5. 

General plasmids are listed in Table 2.6, and plasmids encoding 

the site directed mutants of recA are listed in Table 2.7. The 
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plasmids used for characterization of the mutant recA alleles 

generated by site-directed mutagenesis, are derivatives of 

pTRecAZZO (shown in Figure 2.1) constructed by Skiba and Knight 

(Skiba and Knight, 1994). 

Oligonucleotides used for mutagenesis of recA are listed in 

Table 2.8. Primers used in sequencing and PGR are listed in Table 

2.9. 
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Strain 

DM2516 

ESI 301 

JAM121 

JAM245 

JAM266 

JAM267 

JAM275 

JAM444 

JL783 

JL1434 

JL1468 

JL1478 

JL2460 

JL3248 

Table ZA: Escherichia coli K-^Z Strains 

Genotype Reference 
or Source 

W3110 Zaf] 3::Tn10 mutDS D. Mount 

lacZSS /77i/fS201::Tn5 thyASS rhaS metB\ Promega 
deoC IN(rrnD-rrnE) 

JL1468 {X imrr^ cl ind-) This work 

JM109 /pJAM20 This work 

JL2460 /pATT44 This work 

JL2460 /pJAMIS This work 

JM109 /pJAM30 This work 

JL2460 /pJAM92 This work 

ABl 1 57 A(sr/- recA)306::Tn^ Q/F/ach J. Little 

/ex/471::Tn5 suiAZ'WsupECi^lac strR pro*- J. Little 
/F' lach /acZAMl 5::Tn9 

A(srA rec>4)306::Tnl 0 /ex471 ::Tn5 si;M211 J. Little 
supEi^lac StrR pro*- /F' lach /acZAMl 5::Tn9 

as JL1434/eA'>43 (X si//>4p/o::/acZ cl ind-) J. Little 

A(sr/-rec/4)306::Tn10 lexA7^ ::Tn5 suIAZ] 1 J. Little 
supEAIac StrR pro*- /F' lacf^ /acZAMl 5::Tn9 

lexA-*- recA+ Asa/>4211 supE Alac str^^ pro*- J. Little 
/F' lacl^ /acZAMl 5:;Tn9 
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JM109 endA\ recA^ gyrA96 thihsdR^7 (rK-,mK+) Promega 
re Ml supE44 proAB) /F' traCBQ proA+B+ 
/acl=^lacZilM^5 

N057 HfrH lacLH 69 relA^ thh 1 cpsS malFS9::Tr\5 N. 
Ossanna 

SiyM::MudX(cam) (Mu) A(srA rec/4)306::Tn10 
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Table 2.2: Strains for Characterization of Two Step Genetic Screen 
Isolates 

Isolate JL1468 
Lysogen 

pATT49 
Strain 

pFG600 
Strain 

X recA1202 JAM124 JAM146 JAM176 

^3A JAM127 JAM157 JAM179 

X3D JAM129 JAM151 JAM178 

X6H JAM133 JAM155 JAM180 

Table 2.2 lists the strains used for analysis of the mutants 
isolated with the two step genetic approach. JL1468 was 
lysogenized by the isolated mutant phage. These lysogens were then 
transformed with pATT49 to examine LexA cleavage, and pFG600 to 
analyze A. CI cleavage. The full genotype of JL1468 is listed in 
Table 2.1, and the plasmids are described in Table 2.6. 
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Table 2.3: Strains for Characterization of Combined Screen Isolates 

Isolate JL2460 Lysogen pATT49 Strain 

X recA1202 spi- JAM247 JAM254 

X 1-3 JAM249 JAM262 

X 1-6 JAM252 JAM258 

X 1-7 JAM253 JAM260 

Table 2.3 lists the strains used for analysis of the mutants 
isolated with the two step genetic approach. JL2460 was 
lysogenized by the isolated mutant phage. These lysogens were then 
used for RecA westerns, and transformed with pATT49 to examine 
LexA cleavage. The full genotype of JL2460 is listed in Table 2.1, 
and pATT49 is described in Table 2.6. 
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Table 2.4: Strains for Characterization of Site-Directed Mutants 

Mutation 
(Changed to A) 

Plasmid JL2460 
Derived Strain 

JAM 267 
Derived Strain 

JAM444 
Derived 
Strain 

JL783 
Derived 
Strain 

ArecA pBR322 JAM369 JAM404 JAM446 JAM472 

recA+ pTrecA JAM370 JAM289 JAM447 JAM473 

R105 &K106 pJAM2S JAM371 JAM41 5 JAM448 

T242 & R243 pJAM26 JAM372 JAM416 JAM449 JAM474 

K232 & E235 pJAM27 JAM373 JAM417 JAM450 

E233 & N236 pJAM28 JAM374 JAM418 JAM451 JAM475 

1102 & Y103 pJAM29 JAM375 JAM419 JAM452 

K280 E281& 
K282 

pJAM41 JAM376 JAM420 JAM453 

K256 & Q257 pJAM42 JAM377 JAM421 JAM454 

K310 & 0311 pJAM43 JAM378 JAM422 JAM455 

E285 & K286 pJAM44 JAM379 JAM423 JAM456 

E259 & Q261 pJAM45 JAM380 JAM424 JAM457 

E4 & K8 PJAM65 JAM381 JAM425 JAM458 

Q16 & K19 pJAM 66 JAM382 JAM426 JAM459 JAM477 

R33 &E36 pJAM 67 JAM383 JAM427 JAM460 

R85 & E86 pJAM68 JAM384 JAM428 JAM461 

R176 & K177 pJAM69 JAM385 JAM429 JAM462 

E296 & K297 pJAM70 JAM386 JAM430 JAM463 JAM478 

Q300 &N304 pJAM71 JAM437 JAM442 JAM464 

E314 & K317 pJAM72 JAM388 JAM432 JAM465 

K294 & E318 pJAM73 JAM389 JAM433 JAM466 

K321 & E325 pJAM74 JAM438 JAM443 JAM467 

Strains derived from JL2460 were used to examine UV sensitivity, recombination, 
and UmuD cleavage. Strains derived from JAM267 carry pJAMI 3, and were used to 
analyze X CI cleavage. Strains made from JAM444 carry pJAM92, and were for LexA 
westerns. Strains derived from JL783 were used for the LexA pulse experiments. The 
complete genotypes of the progenitor strains are listed in Table 2.1, and the plasmids 
are listed in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. 
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A. recAl 202 

Table 2.5: Bacteriaphage Lambda Strains 

recA^ 202 clind- K. Roland 

X recA+ 

X cl ind-

recA+ clind-

A, clind-

A.3A 

A.3D 

X6H 

mutagenized XrecA^ ZOZ Iso 3 A 

mutagenized X recA^ 202 iso 3D 

mutagenized XrecAMOZ iso 6H 

X recA1202 spi- X recA^ ZOZ red-gam clind-

X 1-3 

A. 1-6 

X 1-7 

X MMS885 

mutagenized X recAl 202 spi-
isolate 1 -3 

mutagenized X recAl 202 spi-
isolate 1 -6 

mutagenized X recAl 202 spi-
isolate 1 -7 

b1453 spi- XD cI857 

K. Roland 

D. Mount 

D. Mount 

This Work 

This Work 

This Work 

This Work 

This Work 

This Work 

This Work 

K. Knight 
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Table 2.6: General Plasmids 

Plasmid Description vector Source 

pAlter plasmid for mutagenesis pBR322 Promega 

pATT44 /eA'/4p/o::/ex/AEK45 pGB2 A. Thiiveris 

pATT49 /acp/o:;/eA'/4EK45 pBR322 A. Thiiveris 

pBR322 cloning vector, AmpR Stratagene 

pFG600 /acp/o::lambda d pBR322 F. Gimble 

pGB2 low copy number vector, SpecR Churchward 

pJAM13 /acp/o::lambda d pGB2 This Work 

pJAM92 laop/o::lexAE^AS pGB2 This Work 

pJAM20 PstI to EcoRI part of recA pAlter This Work 
(897 to 1439 fragment of pTrecA) 

pJAM30 PstI to Nrul part of recA pAlter This Work 

pJAMSO Hindlll to PstI of recA pAlter This work 

pTRecA220 =pTrecA 
tacp/o::recA+ fusion pBR322 Knight 
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Table 2.7: Description of Plasmids Carrying Site-Directed Mutants 

Mutation 
(Changed to A) 

pAlter 
Plasmid 

ptac 
Plasmid 

Restriction Site 
Change 

Subcloned Region 

R105 &K106 pJAM21 PJAM25 Create Pvu II Pst! to BstE II 

T242 & R243 pJAM22 pJAM26 Destroy Acc II BstE 11 to Pme 1 

K232 & E235 pJAM23 PJAM27 Create Nar 1 BspE 1 to Pme 1 

E233 & N236 pJAM24 PJAM28 Create NgoM 1 BspE 1 to Pme 1 

1102 & Y103 pJAM39 PJAM29 Create Not 1 Pst 1 to BstE II 

E285 & K286 pJAM35 pJAM44 Create Not 1 Pme 1 to BIp 1 

K280 E281& 
K282 

pJAMSl PJAM41 Create Not 1 BspE 1 to BIp 1 

K256 & Q257 pJAM32 PJAM42 Destroy Pmel BspE 1 to BIpl 

E259 & Q261 pJAM33 PJAM45 Destroy EcoR 1 BspE 1 to BIp 1 

K310 & D311 pJAM34 PJAM43 Create Nhe 1 BspE 1 to BIpl 

E4 & K8 pJAMSl PJAM65 Create Cia 1 Nco 1 to Pst 1 

Q1 6 & K19 pJAM52 pJAM 66 Create Mfe 1 Nco 1 to Pst 1 

R33 &E36 pJAM53 pJAM 67 Create Mlu 1 Nco 1 to Pst 1 

R85 & E86 pJAM54 pJAM68 Create NgoM 1 Pst 1 to BstE II 

R176 & K177 pJAM55 PJAM69 Create Nhe 1 Pst 1 to BstE II 

E296 & K297 pJAM56 PJAM70 Create Nar 1 Pme 1 to BIp 1 

Q300 &N304 pJAM57 PJAM71 Create Not 1 Pme 1 to BIp 1 

E314 & K317 pJAM58 PJAM72 Create Pst 1 Pme 1 to BIp 1 

K294 & E318 pJAM59 PJAM73 Creates NgoM 1 & 
Pvu 1 

Pme 1 to BIp 1 

K321 & E325 pJAM60 pJAM74 Create BssH II Pme 1 to BIp 1 

Table 2.7 lists the plasmids used to create the site directed mutations in recA. The 
mutagenesis was done with the pAlter derived plasmids using the oligos listed in table 
2.8. Isolates from the mutagenesis were then examined for the change in restriction 
site that marked the mutation. The subcloned region refers to the segment of recA that 
was subcloned from the pAlter plasmid into the ptac plasmid. See figure 2.1 for a 
restriction map of the ptac plasmid. The entire subcloned region was sequenced to 
confirm the presence of the desired mutations, and to make sure there were no other 
mutations. 



Figure 2.1: Restriction Map of pTrecA 
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EcoRI 1 

Pvu I 5149 

Swa I 4575, 

Dra III 4351 

tacP /O 

recA+ pTrecA220 

5770 bp Ml 3 on 

EcoR I 593 

/Hind 111 624 
//^co I 660 

_Rsr II 859 

Npst I 897 

stE II 1220 
spE I 1297 

'^naB I 1340 
,Pme I 1429 

\ECOR I 1439 

Bip I 1645 

Nru I 1857 

^::1<as I 2087 
Nar I 2089 

BbeI 2092 

Nde 13177 

Pvu 112946 

Figure 2.1 shows the restriction map of pTrecA. This plasmid, and 
derivatives carrying the mutant recA alleles, were used to express 
the site directed mutant proteins. See table 2.7 for the restriction 
site changes created by the presence of the mutations. 
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Table 2.8: Oligonucleotides for Site-Directed Mutagenesis 

Description 
(Residues 
changed to 

Ala) 

Sequence Name 

105 & 106 TOSACGCCCAGTCCAGCTGCGrAGATTGG 7611 

242 & 243 A(XACTrrC>\CX3GCGGCTTCGCrACCCAC 7610 

102 & 103 LAG! 1 lACGIGOm.'GCiGGGICCAbLU: 8275 

233 & 236 CTACCCACCACGGCTTCX3CCGGCrTTCA(XGCGC 8245 

232 & 235 ACCO\(XACXm'GGCGC(XTCTGa>\(XGCGCCGA 8244 

285 &286 CTACCACGCGCCTGCGGCCGCGATCAGCTTCrC 9103 

280, 281 & 
282 

CnrCTCGATCAGCGCGGCCGCTACGCCCAGGTC K280E281 
K282A 

256 &257 TGGAA7TCAGCCGCTGCAAACGGCGCAGC 9105 

259 &261 CCGTAGAGGATCGCGAATGCAGCCTGnrrAAACG 9107 

310 & 311 CGGI1ICCGGGTIAGCIGCIAGCCAGGCAGTCGCA K310D311 

85 & 86 CGCACAGGI11 lOJCCdGCAGCCIGCGCIGCbGCG 8586 

176 & 1 77 CrCGGTCCGCTACCGACGCGATCXBCCCATTGGAC 176177 

296 & 297 TACCCTGACCGATCGCGGCGCCnTGTAGCTG 296297 

300 & 304 CAGCCAGGCAGICGOiGCCGCI 1 lACCCGCACCGAICI ICIC 300304 

314 & 317 CTTCrCGATCrCTGCAGCGGTTGCCGGGTTATCriT 314317 

33 & 36 GATGGTTTCCACAGCCATTGACGCGTCTTCACCCAGGCG R33D36 

16 & 19 CCTTTACCAAATTGTGCCTCAATTGCGCCCAGTGCTGCrG Q1 6K1 9 

321 & 325 GTrGCTCAGCAGCA^CH:GCGCACTTTCXm"CGATCTCrTTCGC K321E325 

4 & 8 GCTGCCGCCAACGCTGCCTGi 1IGIIIGCATCGATAGCCATGG E4K8 

294 CTGACCGATCrrCTCGCCGGCGTAGCTGrrACCA K294A 

3 1 8  OTCrCGATCGCTTTCGCGGT E318A 

Table 2.8 lists the oligos used to create the site-directed mutations. Each oligo was 
designed to create or destroy a restriction site so that the presence of the mutation 
could be determined by a restriction enzyme digest. 



Table Z.9 Oligonucleotides used for PGR and Sequencing of recA 

Name Sequence 

5147 CCGTCTGGIIIGGIIIIGGG 

6333 TGGGAGGGTTGTGTATG 

5701 ATGAAGATGAGGAGCGTG 

5607 GGATATCGGGCTTGGG 

6371 GGTTGAAGAGAAGATATTG 

5700 CAGGGIGGI 1 1 lACCGG 

SeqIOO TGCAGCGCGTGTTCAGGATG 

5965 GGGAGGAGGCAGTGGAAA 

6335 GAGGGGGTTACCAGCGG 

End RecA AGGGGATGTTGATTCTGTGATGGGA 

6334 CGCGGCAGCTTAGGCATC 

5964 AGGCGCGTGCTTTGTGG 
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2.5 Construction of Plasmids 

Plasmid pJAMIS was made by subcloning the 1033 bp EcoRI to 

Psti region from pFG600 into EcoRI and PstI digested pGB2. This 

region has the lac promoter driving the lambda cl gene. 

Plasmid pJAM92 was made by subcloning the 1152 bp EcoRI to 

Hindlll region of pATT49 into pGB2 digested with the same 

enzymes. This region contains the lac promoter driving the 

/ex/4EK45 gene. 

Three plasmids with different sections of recA cloned into 

pAlter were used as starting points for site-directed mutagenesis. 

Each was made by cloning a different region of recA from 

pTrecA220 (Skiba and Knight, 1994) (figure 2.1) into pAlter. 

pJAM20 carries the 546 bp PstI to EcoRI fragment (897 to 1439) 

from pTrecA which contains the middle of the recA gene. pJAM30 

carries the 960 bp PstI to Nrul fragment (897 1857) from 

pTrecA220 cloned into pAlter digested with Smal and PstI. This 

region encodes the carboxyl terminal region of RecA. pJAM50 

contains the amino terminal portion of recA. The 273 bp PstI to 

Hindlll fragment ( 897 to 624) from pTrecA220 was cloned into 

pAlter digested with the same enzymes. 
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2.6 Mutagenesis of Phage Stocks 

X recA1202 /m/77434 clind- and X recA1202 red gam imnn^^^ 

clind- were mutagenlzed by growth of phage stocks on ceils with 

the mutDS mutation, strain DM2516. The mt/tD mutation influences 

the editing ability of DNA polymerase III, and promotes all types of 

base pair substitutions. Mutagenesis of the phage was done by 

making plate stocks on the mutDS cells as described by Silhavy et 

al (Silhavy et al., 1984). 

2.7 Site-directed Mutagenesis 

Site-directed mutagenesis was done as described in the 

Promega Altered Sites II kit technical manual (revised 8/94). A 

brief description of the methodology follows. See figure 2.2 for an 

overview. Regions of the recA gene from the pTRecA220 plasmid 

were subcloned into pAlterl. This plasmid, provided by Promega, 

carries two antibiotic markers, Amp and Tet. In the original 

plasmid, the AmpR gene has been knocked out by a four base pair 

deletion so that the plasmid is TetR but AmpS. During the strand 
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Figure 2.2: Site Directed Mutagenesis Scheme 

Anneal 
mutagenic 
oligos 

Second strand 
synthesis 

Co-transform 
repair 
defective cells 
with R408 
helper phage 

I Infect non-mutagenic 
cells with f phage 

J^containing plasmid 

/— 

[[ recAlj 

\ J 

Select cells on amp 
plates 

Mutagenized plasmid is packaged into 
^ f phage and secreted into the nnedium 

Figure 2.2 shows the scheme used to make the site directed mutants as described in the 
text. The Xs represent mismatches between the template and the oligos. 
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synthesis step, oligos restoring Amp resistance and knocking out 

Tet resistance are included as well as the mutagenic oligo. This 

allows selection for plasmids that have incorporated the oligos. 

Without such a selection scheme, the maximal yield of mutants 

would be 50%; using selection I usually obtained a much higher 

yield of mutants. 

ssDNA of pAlterl derived plasmids carrying the desired region 

of recA (pJamZO, pJAMSO or pJAMSO) was prepared. pAlter-1 

contains the f1 origin of replication, thereby permitting easy 

isolation of ssDNA with the use of the helper phage R408. A clean 

preparation of ssDNA was essential for a good yield of mutant 

colonies. Mutagenic oligos were phosphorylated with T4 

polynucleotide kinase. The antibiotic resistance restoring oligo, 

the antibiotic resistance knockout oligo, and the mutagenic oligo 

(see Table 2.8) were allowed to anneal to the ssDNA template in 

the following reaction: 

O.OSpmol ssDNA template 
0.25pmol phosphorylated amp repair oligo (Promega) 
0.25pmol phosphorylated tet knockout oligo (Promega) 
1.25pmol phosphorylated mutagenic oligo 
2^/1 lOX annealing buffer (Promega) 
to 20/71 H2O 
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Reactions were heated to 75°C for 5 minutes In a 400 ml beaker 

containing 300 ml of water. The reactions were then moved to the 

bench top and allowed to cool slowly to room temperature. 

The reactions were then placed on Ice, and second strand 

synthesis was carried out by addition of: 

3fj\ lOX synthesis buffer (Promega) 
lOu T4 DNA polymerase (Promega) 
2u T4 DNA ligase (Promega) 
to 30/jl H2O 

The reaction mixture was Incubated for 90 min at 37°C, then 

ethanol precipitated and resuspended In water for electroporatlon. 

The mutagenesis reaction mixture was cotransformed with 

R408 helper phage DNA Into ESI 301. ESI 301 carries a mutS 

mutation which makes the strain defective for mismatch repair. 

This prevents changes In the second strand from being "repaired" 

back to the sequence of the template since the changes In the 

mutagenic ollgos create mismatched base pairs, and Increases 

mutant yield. Addition of R408 DNA causes packaging of ssDNA 

made from the cotransformed pAlter-1 derived plasmid Into f1 

phage. This step reduces the amount of time the plasmlds stay In 

the mutagenic ESI 301 cells; however, cotransformation also 
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requires high transformation efficiency. Supernatant from the 

cotransformed ESI 301 culture was harvested and heated to 70X 

for 10 min to kill any ESI 301 cells. The supernatant was then used 

to infect JM109 cells which were plated on selective media and 

incubated overnight. 

Plasmid mini-preps were done on candidate colonies, and the 

presence of the desired mutation was confirmed by changes in 

restriction sites (see Table 2.7). The mutagenic oligos used to 

create changes to the recA gene were designed to create or destroy 

restriction sites so that the presence of the mutations could be 

detected using restriction digests. Plasmids carrying the desired 

mutation were then sequenced for confirmation. Since the plasmids 

were grown in a mutagenic strain, the entire region to be subcloned 

into the full length recA plasmid for analysis was sequenced. The 

region carrying the desired mutation was then subcloned into 

pTRecA for analysis of mutant activity (see Table 2.7). 

2.8 Western Analysis 

The western protocol used was modified from a protocol 

developed by Margie Smith (Smith et al., 1991). Cultures were 
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grown at 37°C to midlog phase, an uninduced sample was taken, and 

then nalidixic acid was added to a final concentration of 50 ^g/ml. 

The induced cultures were shaken at 37°C , and samples taken at 

the times indicated on the western blots. Amount of cell culture 

per sample was determined using the formulas: 

RecA sample = (12/klett) x 100 

LexA and A. CI off of pGB2 derived plasmids and under lac 
promoter control with no IPTG 

^1 sample = (24/klett) x 1000 

LexA and X CI off of pBR322 derived plasmids under fac 
promoter control with no IPTG 

/il sample = (24/klett) x 1000 

LexA under lex A promoter from pATT44 
^J\ sample = (12/klett) x 100 

UmuD off of chromosome with no LexA in cell 
^1 sample = (30/klett) x 1000 

The klett value is a measure of optical density using the Klett-

Summerson photoelectric colorimeter. A klett value of 60 is 

roughly equivelent to a cell density of 2x108 cells/ml. Cell samples 

were run on 15% acrylamide gels for LexA, CI and UmuD westerns 

or 10% acrylamide gels for RecA westerns. 

The next steps were done at 4°C unless otherwise indicated. 
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Proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose for three hours at 70 

volts. Membranes were blocked in 50 mL low salt western buffer 

plus 10% (w/v) non-fat powdered milk for one hour. Blocking 

solution was drained off and membranes were incubated in primary 

antibody solution in low salt buffer plus 2.5% non-fat milk 

overnight. For LexA antibody, rabbit III, bleed II at 1:4000 dilution 

was used. For X CI, rabbit II, bleed VII polyclonal at 1:4000 dilution 

was used. For UmuD, affinity purified antibody from Roger 

Woodgate was used at 1: 10,000 dilution. RecA antibodies from 

rabbit IV, bleed II were used at 1:8000 dilution. 

Blots were rinsed with 50 mL low salt buffer plus 10% non-fat 

milk. Filters were first rinsed with 50 mL, then washed four times 

with 50 mL for « 10 min. Chemilumenescence was used to detect 

the primary antibody by using a secondary antibody conjugated to 

horseradish peroxidase. This enzyme oxidizes luminol which puts 

luminol into an excited state, and the process of decay back to the 

ground state emits light. For detection, membranes were incubated 

with secondary antibody: anti-rabbit IgG-POD from Mannheim 

Boehringer at a dilution of 1:8000 in low salt buffer plus 2.5% milk 



for 1 hr. Blots were then rinsed with 50 mL TBS, washed once for 

15 min with 50 mL TBS, and washed 3 times with 50 mL TBS for 5 

min each. Chemilumenecance detection was done with Amersham 

ECL Western Blotting Detection System according to provided 

instructions. 

2.9 Sequencing of recA 

recA mutants carried on phage were sequenced by a two step 

process. First PGR was used to amplify the DNA of the recA gene on 

the phage. The PCR product was then used as a template for 

sequencing. This protocol is described below. See table 2.9 for recA 

primers used for PCR and sequencing. 

Phage carrying the recA gene were plated on N057 cells and 

incubated overnight. A well isolated plaque was cored out with a 

sterile glass pasteur pipette into 100 ij\ of TE (10 mM Tris - HCI, 

pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA). This solution was heated for 30 minutes at 

37°C, and then 10 minutes at 90°C. The agar plug was spun down 

and the supernatant moved to a fresh tube. This phage solution was 

then used as template for an asymmetric PCR reaction. The 

reaction mixture contained: 
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5 tj\ phage solution 
5 pmole one primer 
100 pmole other primer 
4 Ail 1.25 mM dNTPs 
2.5 units PFU enzyme 

Stratagene reaction buffer to IX 
water to lOO^iL 

The PCR reaction was then carried out for 35 cycles. Next, the PGR 

product was purified away from the primers by using a 10 kDa 

cutoff Millipore filter tube. The PCR reaction solution was 

transferred to the tube, spun, and washed twice with 400 ^j\ of TE. 

The PCR product was resuspended in a final volume of 50 Ail and the 

concentration determined by running a sample on a gel. Usually 3 to 

^0^J\ was sufficient for the sequencing reaction. Sequencing was 

then done on the purified template as described in the United 

States Biochemical Corporation Sequenase manual. Sequencing 

reactions were run on an 8% acrylamide, 8 M urea gel with Tris -

Borate- EDTA buffer (TBE) (Maniatis et al., 1982). 

Sequencing of the site-directed mutants was done either as 

described in the United States Biochemical Corporation Sequenase 

manual, or by the University of Arizona Division of Biotechnology. 

The entire region to be subcloned from the pAlter derived plasmid. 
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used for mutagenesis, into the pTrecA220 plasmid was sequenced. 

2.10 UV Sensitivity of Cells Containing Mutants 

RecA proteins with defects in their abilities to perform 

homologous recombination make the cell more sensitive to UV light 

than wild type cells. Two different assays were done to examine 

the UV sensitivity of the different recA mutants. 

The first assay is referred to colloquially as the "sliding card 

method". This gives a general analysis of UV sensitivity, but is not 

as quantitative as the survival curve method described below. In 

this method, the cells are grown to mid log phase (« 2 x 108 

cells/ml) in LB media. Then 5 ^1 of culture is spread in a streak 

running the length of the petri plate. The appropriate recA+ and 

/^recA controls are included on every plate. Cells in the streak are 

then subjected to varying doses of UV radiation. The dose is 

regulated by holding an index card over a portion of the streak to 

prevent some cells from being exposed to the UV light, hence the 

"sliding card." The exposed plates were then incubated overnight at 

37°C. The relative sensitivity of the recA mutants could then be 

gauged by the amount of growth in areas that received different 
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amounts of UV. 

A more accurate method for determining UV sensitivity is to 

do survival curves. Cell cultures are grown to mid log phase (« 2 x 

108 cells/ml) in X broth. The cultures are diluted 1:100 into cold 10 

mM MgS04. To prevent photoreactivation, all steps after UV 

exposure are done in the dark. 5 ml of diluted culture is placed in a 

glass petri dish and exposed to the first dose of UV light. A small 

sample («200 ij\) is removed from the culture. The main sample in 

the glass petri dish is then exposed to another dose, and a small 

sample of that is removed. This continues until the cells have been 

exposed to the highest desired dose. The samples from different 

doses, and a no UV control, are then diluted in 10 mM MgS04, and 

IOOa/I of the appropriate dilutions are spread on X plates. The 

plates are incubated at 37°C for approximately 48 hours, and the 

number of colonies is determined. The fraction of surviving cells at 

different doses of UV is then calculated. 

2.11 Phage Recombination Assay 

Phage that have defective red and gam genes are dependent on 
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functional RecA for packaging of their DNA, and consequently for 

the formation of plaques (Smith, 1983). This fact was used to 

assess the recombination function of the site-directed mutants. 

This assay is very sensitive for detecting even low levels of 

recombination activity, as some recA alleles considered to be 

recombination defective when examined with Hfr crosses, were 

found to support growth of red- gam phage (D. Ennis personaal 

communication). Cell strains constructed from JL2460, and 

containing pTrecA220 or plasmids carrying the mutant recA alleles 

were grown to mid log phase (« 2 x 108 cells/ml). Cultures were 

spun down and resuspended in 10 mM MgS04. 300 ij\ of cells were 

combined with 3 ml of BBL top agar and spread over X plates. 

Several different dilutions of the red- gam- phage, A.MMS885, were 

spotted onto the cell lawns. Plates were incubated overnight at 

37°C and phage growth was assessed. 

2.12 Analysis of LexA Cleavage by RecA Mutant Proteins 

using 35S Labeling 

Western analysis of cleavage examined the amount of LexA in 
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the cell. However, the amount of LexA is dependent on both the rate 

at which it is nnade, and the rate of cleavage. Whereas western 

analysis cannot provide information about rates, pulse analysis of 

LexA cleavage can be used to determine the rate of dissappearence 

of LexA molecules made at a certain time. The LexA pulse protocol 

used was basically the same as that described by Little (Little, 

1983). 

Cell cultures are diluted back 1:100 from an overnight culture 

grown in X broth into M9 + glucose + 7 amino acid media. Cultures 

are grown at 37°C to midlog phase. 5 ml of culture was transferred 

to a 50 ml flask and 10 mg/ml nalidixic acid solution was added to 

a final concentration of 50 A^g/ml, The culture was shaken at 37°C 

for 30 minutes to activate RecA. After this, 35$ labelled 

methionine was added to 50 /jCi/ ml. Cultures were kept shaking at 

37°C, and 1 ml aliquots were taken at appropriate time points. The 

1 ml samples were immediately mixed with 1 ml stop solution (2% 

Triton X-100, 2M KCI, and 10 mM EDTA) and quick frozen in an 

ethanol - dry ice bath. Samples were stored at -70°C. 

Samples were thawed on ice, and 1 ml aliquots were placed in 
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1.5 ml eppendorf tubes with 10 ^1 of 10 mg/ml lysozyme In the M9 

growth media. The tubes were incubated for 40 minutes on ice, and 

then refrozen at -70 °C. The tubes were thawed again and the 

cellular debris was spun down by centrifuging 10 minutes, 13 krpm 

at 4°C. The tubes were rotated 180° and spun again to create a 

compact pellet. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube, 

and 1 ^1 LexA antibody (rabbit III, bleed II) was added. Samples 

were incubated overnight at 4°C with mixing. 

To precipitate the antibody, 20 ^1 of IgG SORB (from The 

Enzyme Center Inc) was added to each tube. The tubes were then 

incubated at 4°C for 1 hour with mixing. The IgG SORB was pelleted 

by centrifuging 2 minutes, 13 krpm. The tubes were rotated 180°, 

and spun again. The supernatant was discarded. The pellet was 

washed by resuspending in 1 ml high salt buffer (1% Triton X-100, 

5 mM EDTA, 1 M KCl). The IgG SORB was pelleted as before, and 

washed again in high salt buffer. Samples were then washed in 1 ml 

of 50 mM Tris, pH 6.8 as above. Pellets were then resuspended in 30 

^1 2x protein sample buffer and boiled for 3 minutes. The entire 

sample was loaded onto a 15% acrylamide gel. After running, the 

gel was soaked overnight in gel fixing solution (40% Methanol, 10% 
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Acetic Acid, and 3% glycerol). Gels were dried for 3 hours at 80°C 

under vacuum. 



Chapter 3- Genetic Approach 
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3.1 Introduction 

A genetic approach was tai<en to try and determine specific 

residues In RecA that interact with LexA. The desired type of 

mutant would be defective for LexA cleavage, but would still be 

proficient for other RecA functions. The original screen was set up 

to find mutants defective for LexA cleavage, but capable of X CI 

cleavage. The results of this two step screen approach are 

described in sections 3.2 - 3.4. A second, improved method was 

designed that selected for recombination capable recA alleles and 

allowed screening for LexA cleavage defects at the same time. The 

results of this approach are also discussed below in sections 3.5 

through 3.7. 

Normally RecA protein has to be activated by DNA damage to 

induce LexA cleavage. Since DNA damage leads to mutations, having 

to activate the mutant RecA protein for characterization might 

lead to second site mutations in the recA gene. These secondary 

mutations could complicate determination of the mutation with the 
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desired phenotype. To help prevent accumulation of secondary 

mutations, a well characterized constitutive mutant, recA} 202, 

was used. Interesting mutations could later be separated from the 

recAMOZ mutation. RecA1202 protein has been shown to bind to 

tRNA and rRNA (Wang et al., 1988b), and to use other nucleotide 

triphosphates besides ATP to become activated (Wang et al., 

1988a). This suggests that a relaxed specificity for inducing 

signals is the underlying mechanism for its constitutive phenotype. 

The recA^ 202 allele was obtained from E. Tessman carried on a 

X phage. Having the recA^ 202 gene on a phage was helpful for 

several reasons. First, the recA gene would be present in a single 

copy, as in the normal situation. Second, others had found that 

expressing constitutively activated recA alleles from multicopy 

plasmids was lethal. Third, this allowed me to screen plaques 

instead of colonies. This way, undesired mutations that might arise 

in the cell mimicking the desired phenotype could be avoided, since 

the phenotype of the plaque reflected events happening in many 

independent cells infected by a phage with the same genotype. 

Fourth, it was easy to show that the desired phenotype mapped to 
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the phage by simply restreaking the phage, instead of having to 

isolate plasmids and retransform the indicator strain. 

Since the ability of our recA^ 202 derived mutants to cleave X 

CI protein was to be assessed, the recAl 202 allele needed to be on 

a phage that did not produce the X CI protein. This was done by 

using the immunity region of the related phage 434. It was also 

important that the 434 CI protein was not cleavable. If the CI 

protein was cleaved, then the phage would enter the lytic pathway, 

lysing the cell. Since recAl 202 is constitutively activated, normal 

CI protein would always be cleaved. Fortunately, non-cleavable 

mutants (CI ind-) for different phage CI proteins have been isolated. 

To deal with these two issues. Ken Roland constructed a phage 

carrying recA1202 that does not produce X CI, but instead is 

regulated by phage 434 CI ind-. 

3.2 Two Screen Approach 

To search for recA mutants that are defective for cleavage of 

LexA, but capable of other RecA functions, I first used an approach 

that consisted of two sequential screens. The first screen assesses 
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the ability of candidate RecA mutants to cleave LexA. Those 

mutants unable to cleave LexA are then examined for their ability 

to cleave X CI. It was reasoned that the ability to cleave XCI 

indicated that the RecA was able to form activated protein 

filaments, and so this second screen would separate out completely 

defective RecA mutants. 

The first step was to plate the mutagenized phage carrying 

recA^ 202 onto a strain containing a sulAo/p\:lacZ fusion, N057. This 

step is illustrated in figure 3.1. The sulA promoter is repressed by 

LexA. Since recAl 202 is constitutively activated, when a phage 

carrying rec/AI 202 infects a cell, the LexA will be cleaved. This 

leads to expression of the lacZ gene whose product, 

f^-galactosidase, cleaves the x-gal in the plates, creating a blue 

product. The plaque formed by such a phage will be blue, since the 

lysogenized cells will be producing l^-galactosidase, and the lysed 

cells will release functional (^-galactosidase onto the plate. By 

contrast, a phage that carries a mutant RecA that cannot cleave 

LexA will not be able to derepress l^-galactosidase, and will make 

a white plaque. White plaques, therefore, contain phage encoding 
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Figure 3.1 : Two Screen Approach - Step One 

sulAo:;lacZ 

Repression by LexA prevents p-gaiactosidase from 
being expressed from the lacZ gene. This makes the 
plaque white. 

sulAo::lacZ 

When the LexA is cleaved by activated RecA, then lacZ 
is no longer repressed. This leads to expression of 
p-galactosidase whose activity makes the plaque blue. 

Phenotypes 

RecAl 202 = dark blue 
wild type RecA = pale blue 
desired mutant = white or very pale blue 
defective RecA = white 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the first step in the two screen 
approach: screening for LexA cleavage defective RecA 
mutants. Mutagenized phage plated on this indicator strain 
will produce dark blue plaques if LexA is cleaved, and white 
plaques if there is no cleavage of LexA. Expected phenotypes 
for different recA alleles are noted. 
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RecA mutant proteins that may be defective for specific 

interactions with LexA. However, it is more likely that the RecA 

mutant proteins are defective for all RecA functions, such as 

making the active filament. 

The second screen was designed to separate out the completely 

defective RecA mutants, by testing their ability to cleave X CI. This 

was done by plating the phage carrying the candidate mutants on 

two different strains. The first strain already contained a phage 

integrated into its chromosome. If the incoming phage carrying the 

candidate RecA allele could cleave X CI, then the phage integrated 

into the chromosome would switch to the lytic pathway causing the 

cell to lyse. See Figure 3.2, panels A through C. Lysis of the 

infected cells would cause a clear plaque to form. Therefore, the 

formation of a clear plaque should indicate that the RecA mutant 

being tested could form activated RecA, since this is necessary for 

cleavage of X CI. 

The second strain was a control used to show that the clear 

plaque phenotype was dependent on CI cleavage. Since the entire 

phage carrying recA^ 202 had been mutagenized before the first 
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Figure 3.2: Two Screen Approach - Step Two 

A) The host cell has a 
phage integrated into 
its chromosome. CI 
protein represses the 
lytic genes. 

6) A phage with a recA 
gene injects its DNA into 
the cell. The 
constitutively activated 
RecA cleaves the CI 
protein allowing 
expression of the lytic 
genes. 

C) The phage 
replicates and ̂ ses 
the cell. This leads to 
a clear plaque. 

1 / 
S ( 
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X 

D) In the control host, a 
CI ind" phage is in the 
chromosome. Since RecA 
can not cleave this CI, 
the lytic genes are not 
expressed; the plaque is 
turbid. 

Phenotypes 
Phage ggncytypg x^host 2, cl ind~ host 
recAl 202 clear 
desired mutant clear 
recA defective turbid 
cl 434 def mutant clear 

turbid 
turbid 
turbid 
clear 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the second step in the screen: the screen for CI cleavage. 
This step should screen out phage with completely nonfunctional recA alleles. 
Panels A through C show how phage carrying recA alleles capable of CI cleavage 
should form clear plaques by lysing cells. Panel D shows how the cl ind" control 
host will not be lysed, leading to the fomriation of turbed plaques. 
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screen, it is possible that some mutation in the phage itself, and 

not in the recA^ 202 gene, caused the clear plaque to form. One such 

possibility would be a mutation in the 434 CI protein that 

regulates the recA1202 phage. To rule out this possibility, the 

candidate recA mutant phage were also plated on control cells that 

had a X cl ind- mutant phage integrated into its chromosome. When 

the incoming phage carrying the mutant candidates are plated on 

this strain, then the RecA would not be able to cleave this CI, and 

therefore could not switch the incorporated phage to the lytic 

pathway. See Figure 3.2, panel D. If the phage does not lyse the cell, 

then a turbid plaque is formed. A phage carrying the desired recA 

mutations would thus form a clear plaque on the first strain, and a 

turbid plaque on the second strain. 

Candidate recA mutants that gave the desired phenotype in 

both of these screens were then characterized further by using 

westerns to examine cleavage more directly. Since LexA normally 

represses the recA operator, RecA mutants that do not cleave LexA 

well would have lower protein levels than the RecA1202. To avoid 

this problem, LexA cleavage westerns were done using LexAEK45, a 
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mutant that does not bind to the wild type recA operator (Thiiveris 

and Mount, 1992). This way LexA could be over expressed in the 

cells for westerns without affecting the RecA protein levels. 

3.3 Results of the Two Screen Approach 

Using this approach, 25,000 mutagenized plaques were 

screened on the LexA cleavage indicator host, N057. 79 white or 

pale blue plaques were chosen for the XCI cleavage test. Out of 

these, 1 7 appeared to cleave CI, and were considered for more 

in-depth characterization. Table 3.1 summarizes the phenotypes of 

some of the mutants. 

Having passed the initial screens, the interesting mutant phage 

were integrated into host cells forming lysogens. The host cells 

were defective for both recA and lexA genes so that the recA allele 

carried by the phage would not be repressed by endogenous LexA. 

These lysogens were then transformed with plasmids that carried 

genes for lexAEK45 or X cl under the control of the lac promoter 

(pAT49 and pGF600). These strains were used to look at cleavage 

more directly via western analysis. See figures 3.3 and 3.4 for the 
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Table 3.1: Phenotypes of Two Step Screen Mutants 

RecA 
Allele 

Color on 
sulA::lacZ host 

Phenotype on X+ 
lysogen 

Phenotype on X 
Clind- lysogen 

recAl 202 dark blue clear turbid 

wild type pale blue turbid turbid 

3A white clear turbid 

3D pale blue clear turbid 

6H white clear turbid 

9D pale blue clear clear 

14F white turbid turbid 

17B pale blue turbid turbid 

Table 3.1 shows several of the possible phenotypes from the two 
step screen. Phage that were white or pale blue on the sulA::lacZ 
host were unable to cleave LexA well. These were then tested on a 
X+ lysogen to check for ability to cleave CI. Mutants that could 
cleave CI gave a clear phenotype, those that could not give a turbid 
phenotype. The turbid phenotype on the X Clind- lysogen control 
showed that the clear phenotype on the X+ lysogen was due to the 
cleavage of CI, rather than other mutations in the phage carrying 
the recA allele. Isolates 3A, 3D, and 6H are of the desired type. 
Isolate 9D is also clear on the X Clind- control, suggesting that the 
clear phenotype is not due to CI cleavage. 14F and 17B are turbid on 
the X+ lysogen, so these RecA mutants probably do not cleave CI. 
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Figure 3.3: Western Analysis of LexA Cleavage by Mutants 
Isolated by the Two Step Genetic Approach 
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Figure 3.3 shows the LexA western blot for some of the 
mutants isolated by the two step approach. The LexA band 
is indicated. Other bands are cross reacting proteins. RecA"'" 
does not promote cleavage since the RecA has not been 
activated by DNA damaging treatment. SMS2 is a mutant 
isolated in a previous screen not discussed inthis work. 
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Figure 3.4: Western Analysis of A.CI Cleavage by Mutants 
Isolated by the Two Step Genetic Approach 
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Figure 3.4 shows the CI western blot for some of the mutants 
isolated by the two step approach. The intact CI band and the CI 
cleavage fragment are indicated. A cross reacting band runs just 
above the intact CI. RecA"*" does not promote cleavage since the 
RecA has not been activated by DNA damaging treatment. SMS2 
was isolated in a previous screen and is not discussed in this work 
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results for some of the mutants. 

After the desired phenotypes were confirmed, several likely 

isolates were chosen for sequencing. Sequencing of these isolates 

was done with Don Shepley. PGR was used to amplify DNA from the 

phage to provide a template. This template was then used for 

conventional sequencing. See table 3.2 for a summary of the 

western analysis and sequencing results. Surprisingly, sequencing 

of two of the mutants revealed amber mutations that created 

truncated RecA proteins. One isolate has an amber mutation very 

early in the gene, at the codon for residue 16. Another isolate has 

an amber mutation near the middle of the gene in the codon for 

amino acid 173. 

3.4 Discussion of the Two Step Screen 

The fact that several promising mutants isolated using this 

method turned out to be amber mutations suggested a fundamental 

flaw in the approach. After two of the three isolates chosen for 

sequencing were determined to be amber mutations, this approach 

was abandoned. Although it is possible that the desired type of 

recA mutant could be isolated with this approach, the high 
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Table 3.2: Mutant Western Results and Sequence Changes 

Isolate LexA Cleavage 
Western 

X CI Cleavage 
Western 

Amino Acid 
Change 

RecAl 202 100% 100% None 

3A >10% 75% Q 16 to Amber 

3D >^0P^ 75% R 134 to C 

6H 50% 50% Q 173 to Amber 

Table 3.2 summarizes the results from the cleavage westerns and 
shows the amino acid changes for the mutants. Percent cleavage is 
a rough estimate relative to the amount cleaved by RecAl 202. The 
strains used to assess cleavage with westerns contained an amber 
suppressor that would incorporate Q into the amber codons in the 
proteins. Thus, the amber mutants would have produced low levels 
of the RecA1202 protein in these strains. 
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background of uninteresting annber mutations suggested that many 

isolates would need to be examined before finding an interesting 

mutant. Several different factors may have been responsible for 

the problems with this approach. 

First, the major flaw in this approach is that the initial strain 

used in the screen to assess LexA cleavage did not contain an 

amber suppressor, while the strain used for the CI cleavage screen 

did. This meant that the RecA proteins with amber mutations would 

be truncated in the first strain, and defective for LexA cleavage. 

However, the full length protein would be produced in the second 

strain, allowing a functional RecA to cleave CI. Both of the amber 

mutants characterized have glutamine codons changed to amber 

stop codons. The strain used for CI cleavage analysis has a 

suppressor tRNA, supE, that would insert the wt glutamine residue 

at the amber codon. Thus, RecAl 202 would be produced by these 

mutants. 

Since both of the strains used for western analysis also 

contained the suppressor, supE, the amber mutations should have 

been able to make full length proteins in these strains. However, 

western analysis showed decreased cleavage of LexA and CI by 
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these mutants. This result could be due to lower RecA1202 protein 

levels caused by the amber mutations, as amber suppression is not 

completely effective. In turn this suggests that RecA proteins that 

are present at lower levels for other reasons, such as being 

unstable, may also have the same phenotype. Therefore, the 

arginine 134 to cysteine mutant isolated from this screen may be 

defective for LexA cleavage, or it may be present at low protein 

levels, or it may have some other defect. 

Second, judging the plaque phenotype as clear or turbid during 

the second screen proved difficult. X phage plated on a LexA 

defective host do not make normal turbid plaques, but ones that are 

somewhat clearer. Even the starting rec/Al 202 phage made a 

somewhat clear plaque on the cl ind- control strain. It was also 

unusually difficult to isolate lysogens with the phage carrying the 

different recA mutations in the LexA defective host cell. Although 

the reason for this behavior is not understood, the fact that the 

plaques may have been clear in the second screen for reasons other 

than the cleavage of X CI, may have allowed defective recA alleles 

through the screen. 
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Third, cleavage of A. CI may not be an indicator of the ability of 

RecA to carry out its other functions. Several mutants have been 

isolated that are able to cleave LexA or X CI, but are unable to do 

recombination or repair (Tessman and Peterson, 1985)(Horii et al., 

1992). So although mutants that can cleave X CI undoubtedly form 

filaments, these mutants may have other defects that could 

complicate analysis of the RecA - LexA interaction. 

A fourth limitation of this approach was that it assumed that 

there were separate binding sites for LexA and X CI on the RecA 

filament. Although there is no evidence for a common binding site, 

the formal possibility has not been ruled out that the two binding 

sites are the same or overlap. With these possibilities in mind, a 

second approach was designed. 

3.5 The Screen and Selection Combined Approach 

To avoid the problems associated with amber suppression and X 

CI cleavage in the first approach, a new approach was designed that 

combined the LexA cleavage screen with a selection for 

recombination ability. The screen for LexA cleavage would be the 
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same as in the first approach described above. However, to assure 

that the RecA mutant protein was also capable of carrying out its 

other functions, a selection requiring the ability to do 

recombination was designed. Both the screen for LexA cleavage and 

the selection for recombination ability are done in a strain that 

does not carry an amber suppressor. 

In order for an infecting phage to make a plaque, some of the 

infected cells must replicate the phage and be lysed. A, and other 

related phage use two proteins, products of the red and gam genes, 

during replication. If these two genes are knocked out, then 

replication of the phage depends on recombination carried out by 

RecA. Thus, the formation of a plaque is dependent on the 

recombination ability of RecA. This is known as the feckless 

phenotype (Smith, 1983). By using a phage defective forreofand 

gam, and carrying ^ecA^ 202 as a starting point, any mutant that 

formed a white plaque on N057 should be defective for LexA 

cleavage and also capable of recombination. 

3.6 Results 
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Over 70,000 mutagenized rec/41202 red-gam- phage were 

selected for recombination proficiency and screened for defects in 

LexA cleavage. Of these, 17 isolates with pale blue to white 

phenotypes were isolated for continuing characterization. See table 

3.3 for a description of some of the mutant phenotypes. 

Host cells deleted for recA and lexA genes were lysogenized 

with the phage carrying the recA mutants. To make sure that none 

of the candidates were truncated proteins, or were mutations 

affecting protein levels, RecA westerns were done on the lysogens. 

See Figure 3.5. 

Mutants that produced relatively normal protein levels were 

then assayed for LexA cleavage via western. Lysogens were 

transformed with pAT49 which carries LexAEK45 under the control 

of the lac operator. As described above, LexAEK45 was used to 

examine LexA cleavage without repressing the recA gene. Figure 3.6 

shows the western LexA cleavage results of some of the 

interesting mutants. 

Mutants that were defective for LexA cleavage were sequenced. 

As before, PGR was used to produce the template for sequencing. 

The results are shown in Table 3.4. Once again the results were 
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Table 3.3: Phenotypes of Mutants from Combined Approach 

RecA Allele Color on sulA::lacZ 

Host 

Plaque Morphology 

RecAl 202 dark blue normal 

1 - 3  white large 

1 - 6  pale blue normal 

1 - 7  w h i t e  s m a l l  

Table 3.3 shows the phenotypes of several isolates that were 

considered to have promising phenotypes. Since they were lighter 

blue on the sulA::lacZ host than the starting recA1202, they may be 

defective for interactions with LexA. Only phage that carried RecA 

mutants that were proficient at recombination could make plaques. 
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Figure 3.5: Analysis of RecA Levels for Mutants Isolated by 
the Combined Genetic Approach 

Figure 3.5 shows the RecA western blot for some of the 
mutants isolated by the combined genetic approach. The 
RecA protein runs as the doublet bands indicated. 
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Figure 3.6: Western Analysis of LexA Cleavage by Mutants from 
the Combined Genetic Approach 
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Figure 3.6 shows the LexA cleavage western blot for some 
of the mutants isolated by the combined approach. The LexA 
band is indicated. Other bands are cross reacting proteins. 
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Table 3.4: Western Results and Amino Acid Changes of Combined 

Approach Mutants 

RecA Allele RecA Protein 

Level Western 

LexA Cleavage 

Western 

Amino Acid 

Change 

RecAl 202 =100% <10% None 

1 - 3  50% 60% N 206 to K 

1 - 6  50% 25% Back to WT 

1 - 7  100% 50% None Found 

Table 3.4 is a summary of the western results and sequencing of 

the recA mutants. Percent RecA protein is a rough estimate 

relative to RecA1202. Since there is no detectable intact LexA in 

the RecAl 202 lane, percent LexA cleaved is relative to the amount 

of intact LexA in the no RecA control. The mutation found in isolate 

1 -6 changed the mutation creating recA^ 202 back to the wild type 

recA, this change would suggest that 1-6 was not constitutively 

activated. 
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surprising. One mutant appeared to be a revertant to wild type recA 

and would no longer be constitutively activated. Another mutant did 

not appear to have a mutation within the recA gene. After obtaining 

these results this approach was also abandoned. 

3 . 7  D i s c u s s i o n  

It is unclear why this approach did not seem to produce the 

desired type of mutant. It is possible that the mutant of interest 

was isolated, but the fact that two of the three isolates sequenced 

were not interesting suggests that there would be a very high 

background. Only the protein coding region of the sequence was 

analyzed, so mutations in the recA regulatory region or other areas 

of the phage may have been responsible for the phenotypes In some 

cases. Several different factors may have contributed to the 

failure of this approach. 

Recent work has shown that binding of a non-cleavable mutant 

of LexA to activated RecA prevents RecA from binding a second 

molecule of DNA (Harmon et al., 1996)(Rehrauer et al., 1996). This 

result suggests that the region of the RecA protein involved in 

binding LexA overlaps with a region necessary for binding the 
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secondary DNA molecule. If this Is the case, a mutation that 

separates these two functions might be rare. Binding a second 

molecule of DNA is a required step in homologous recombination. 

Since this approach selected for the ability to do recombination, 

many mutations that affected both cleavage and binding a second 

molecule of DNA may have been discarded in the first step. It is 

also possible that if a mutant RecA could bind LexA, but not cleave 

it, then this may prevent recombination, and this type of mutant 

would also have been discarded by the selection. 

The characterization of the different mutants also required 

that the phage carrying the recA mutants lysogenize host cells. 

These phage formed lysogens with a very low efficiency. Although 

the underlying reason for the difficulty in obtaining lysogens is 

unknown, it is possible that the lysogens that were obtained had 

undergone another level of selection that affected the recA allele. 

Although having the rec/41202 gene on a phage had advantages, 

and the use of the red- gam phage allowed for selection of 

recombination proficient alleles, having to deal with phage biology 

also added another level of complexity. For example, there are many 

factors, other than the recA allele, that may have affected the 
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turbidity of a plaque. In turn, the turbidity of the plaque has an 

impact on the blue/white phenotype used in these screens. Clearer 

plaques look lighter in color since they contain fewer cells than 

turbid plaques. Thus, other aspects of phage biology could influence 

the characterization of the candidate mutants. 

Another complication in the system used in both genetic 

approaches is that the level of the RecA protein is regulated by the 

level of LexA. Although LexAEK45 was used to decouple this 

dependence in the western analysis of cleavage, wild type LexA 

was always present in the first step. A mutant protein that did not 

cleave LexA would have been repressed and thus present at low 

levels. Mutations that affected the level of activated RecA in the 

cell may have given a pale blue or white phenotype even though they 

did not directly affect the RecA - LexA interaction. Future 

attempts at isolating such mutants should be done in a system 

where RecA can be regulated independently of LexA. 

A genetic approach could provide useful information about the 

residues in RecA that interact with LexA and other cleavable 

proteins. However, analysis would be made simpler if a less 

complicated approach was designed. Hopefully a new approach could 
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avoid the complications of regulation of RecA protein levels by 

LexA, and the problems working with phage discussed above. Since 

new work has suggested that interaction of LexA with RecA may 

block necessary steps in recombination (Harmon et al., 

1996)(Rehrauer et al., 1996), overproduction of a non-cleavable 

form of LexA may make cells sensitive to DNA damage. This could 

be used as a basis for selection of RecA mutants defective for 

interactions with LexA, as cells with this type of mutant should be 

more resistant to DNA damage. Unlike the site-directed approach 

described next, a genetic approach does not require any 

assumptions about the site of interaction and could provide useful 

insight into understanding the nature of the RecA - LexA 

interaction. 
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Chapter 4: Site-directed Mutagenesis 

4 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n  

To design RecA mutants specifically defective for interaction 

with LexA, the site-directed mutagenesis approach made use of 

previous knowledge about interactions between RecA and LexA. The 

desired RecA mutant would be defective for cleavage of LexA, but 

like wt for other functions such as recombination. Although there 

is no evidence that the binding sites for the cleavable proteins 

overlap, it is possible that they do. Even though the desired mutant 

would be specifically defective for LexA cleavage, and proficient 

for cleavage of other proteins, at this time there is no way to 

predict if this type of mutant is possible. 

As always, it is possible to get at least two different classes 

of mutants, those that directly affect the interface between LexA 

and RecA, and those that indirectly prevent RecA from forming the 

conformation necessary for interaction with LexA. Since RecA has 

so many functions, it is probable that those mutants falling into 

the second class would be defective for some other function as 

w e l l .  
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Sources of information about where LexA might bind to RecA 

included previously characterized RecA mutant proteins, the RecA 

crystal structure, and electron microscopy of activated RecA 

filaments complexed with LexA. Within the site-directed 

mutagenesis scheme, two different approaches were taken. One 

was to target residues in the cleft between two RecA monomers in 

a filament. The other was to examine residues in areas on the 

surface of RecA where mutants had not yet been characterized. 

4 . 2  E v i d e n c e  t h a t  L e x A  B i n d s  i n  t h e  C l e f t  

The current model in the literature for the site of interaction 

between RecA and its coprotease substrates suggests this 

interaction takes place in the cleft formed between two RecA 

monomers in a filament. This model is based on two lines of 

evidence. First, several recA mutants have been characterized that 

appeared to be specifically defective for cleavage of some 

proteins, but not others. A defect specific for cleavage of only 

some proteins suggests that the mutant RecA protein is still 

capable of carrying out its other functions. Several recA alleles 

that appeared to have this phenotype, rec>41734, rec/\433 and 
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recA435, mapped to residue Arg 243. These alleles were defective 

for cleavage of UmuD and O80 repressor, but were reported to be 

proficient for cleavage of LexA and X. CI (Ennis et al., 1995)(Dutreix 

et al., 1989). Arg 243 lies deep within the cleft and is colored red 

in Figure 4.1. Another rec/4 allele, rec>A91, also has a differential 

cleavage phenotype. This mutant is reportedly defective for 

cleavage of O80 repressor and proficient for A.CI cleavage (Ogawa 

and Ogawa, 1986), however, no data have been published on this 

mutant. recA^^ has only been discussed as unpublished data, so 

that little weight can be given to its relevance. The r€cA9^ 

mutation maps to Gly 229, which is also in the cleft, and is colored 

r e d  i n  F i g u r e  4 . 1 .  

The second line of evidence is the three dimensional 

reconstruction of electron micrographs of LexA bound to a RecA 

filament (Yu and Egelman, 1993). A noncleavable LexA mutant 

protein, LexA KA1 56, was used to promote a stable interaction 

between RecA and LexA, and to prevent complications due to the 

presence of LexA fragments. Previous work has shown that LexA 

KAl 56 binds more tightly to RecA than wt LexA, since the mutant 
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Figure 4.1: Site-Directed Mutants in the Cleft 

Figure 4.1 shows a RecA dimer reconstructed from the crystal structure. 
One monomer is dark blue, and the other is light blue. If this dimer were 
part of an activated filament, the DNA would be oriented vertically 
behind the dimers shown. 

A) Residues Arg243 and 
Gly229 are red. These 
residues are in the cleft 
formed between the 
monomers, and 
mutations in these 
amino acids are thought 
to affect cleavage, as 
discussed in the text. 
These residues are only 
visible on the dark blue 
monomer from this angle. 

B) Residues in the cleft that were targeted for site-directed mutagenesis 
are indicated in yellow. Two different views of the dimer are shown to 
reveal the two surfaces of the cleft. Arg 243 and gly 229 are red as 
above to provide reference points, even though 243 is changed to 
alanine in one of the site directed mutants. 
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protein acts as a competitive inhibitor and prevents cleavage of wt 

LexA (Lin and Little, 1989). Both the intact LexA KAl 56, and a 

tryptic fragment of this protein, were used to examine the binding 

of LexA to RecA. The tryptic fragment corresponded to a wt 

C-terminal fragment which is cleaved like full length protein 

( L i t t l e ,  1 9 8 4 ) .  

To make the well ordered RecA filaments most useful for 

image reconstruction, dsDNA was used instead of ssDNA, and ADP-

AIF4- was used as a non-hydrolyzable ATP analog in these 

experiments. Analysis of the differential electron density of the 

filaments with and without LexA lead to several conclusions. First, 

binding of intact LexA KAl 56 did not lead to significant changes in 

the RecA filament structure. Furthermore, filaments incubated 

with the tryptic fragment were virtually indistinguishable from 

RecA filaments in the absence of LexA. These results suggest that 

binding of LexA does not cause large changes in the 

RecA-dsDNA-ADP-AIF4- filament structure. Second, LexA KAl 56 

made contacts with RecA in an area that corresponds roughly with 

the location of Arg 243 and Gly 229. LexA appeared to contact both 
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adjacent RecA monomers, and may also have made contacts with 

RecA monomers across the groove in the next turn of the helix. 

However, this set of experiments also had several 

complicating factors. Scanning transmission electron microscopy 

was used to determine the stoichiometry of binding for the LexA 

KAl 56 fragment to RecA-dsDNA-ATP-^S filaments. Analysis of 

fragments at several concentrations of LexA fragment suggested a 

ratio of about 2.5 RecA monomers for each LexA fragment bound. 

The authors suggest this is because binding of a LexA monomer 

excludes binding of another LexA to an adjacent binding site. So, 

even though each filament had only approximately 40% of its LexA 

binding sites filled, averaged images were used to determine the 

computed difference maps, resulting in a final difference map that 

showed LexA binding with a 1:1 stoichiometry. This means that any 

part of LexA that protrudes beyond a single RecA monomer will be 

averaged with the electron density of another LexA monomer. 

Another, factor that could complicate the interpretation is 

that the calculated Kd for LexA KAl 56 fragment binding to the 

RecA-dsDNA-ATP-^S filaments in this study was 3.4 fjM which 
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contrasts with the Km of 0.5 pM reported by others for the 

interaction of wt LexA and another non-cleavable mutant, LexA 

SA119, with RecA-ssDNA filaments (Lin dissertation) (Harmon et 

a!., 1996). For the non-cleavable LexA mutant used in this study, Kd 

should be equal to Km. One possible reason for this difference is 

that dsDNA was used in this study, while ssDNA was used in the 

other two studies. Although RecA filaments formed on dsDNA do 

support the cleavage of LexA, the rate of cleavage may be slower 

t h a n  t h a t  o f  R e c A  f i l a m e n t s  m a d e  w i t h  s s D N A  ( D i C a p u a  e t  a l . ,  

1 9 9 2 ) .  

Although the genetic and structural data suggesting that LexA 

binds in the cleft between two RecA monomers are not particularly 

convincing, they are currently the only data available that address 

this issue. Making mutations in other residues on the surface of the 

cleft should provide some insight into whether or not this region of 

RecA is involved in LexA interactions. Residues in the cleft 

t a r g e t e d  f o r  m u t a g e n e s i s  a r e  s h o w n  i n  y e l l o w  i n  F i g u r e  4 . 1 .  

However, since the data supporting this model are not extremely 

strong, other areas of RecA were examined as possible sites for 
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LexA interaction. 

4 . 3  T a r g e t i n g  A r e a s  n o t  P r e v i o u s l y  C h a r a c t e r i z e d  

The second approach to determining where RecA and LexA 

might interact was to examine carefully mutants already 

characterized in the literature. Hopefully, information on 

previously described mutants could provide some insight into 

which surfaces were required for different RecA functions. The 

different recA alleles fall into two general categories. 

First there are mutations that destroyed or reduced all RecA 

functions. These are listed in Table 4.1. Only those in residues 

visible in the crystal structure are listed. Changes in these 

residues may interfere with the ability of RecA to form activated 

filaments; hence, these were areas to be avoided. Residues giving 

rise to these types of mutants are colored pink in Figure 4.2. 

The second class of alleles considered were mutations that did 

not appear to affect LexA cleavage. These included mutants that 

were defective for other functions, but were still able to cleave 

LexA. Only mutants that had nonconservative changes were 

considered for this class, as a minor change might not affect 
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Table 4.1: RecA Mutations that Destroy Function 

R e s i d u e  

Changed 

Change in 

Amino Acid 

A l l e l e  

Number 

Reference 

51 Leu to Phe 13 (Kowalczykowski, 1991) 

60 Arg to Cys 56 (Kowalczykowski, 1991) 

97 His to Ala none (Nguyen et al., 1993) 

1 8 2  Leu to Gin 1 6 2 3  (Liu et al., 1993) 

1 8 3  Lys to Met 2 1 8 3  (Alexseyev et al., 1996) 

2 1 1  Gly to Ala 6 1 1  (Larminat et al., 1992) 

2 1 6  Lys to Ala none (Skiba and Knight, 1994) 

2 1 7  Phe to Ala none (Skiba and Knight, 1994) 

222 Arg to Ala none (Skiba and Knight, 1994) 

225 lie to Val 1 4 2  (Dutreix et al., 1989) 

248 Lys to Ala none (Nguyen et al., 1993) 

264 Tyr to Gly none (Freitag and McEntee, 1991) 

284 He to Asp 2284 (Alexseyev et al., 1996) 

Table 4.1 lists rec>4 alleles that are defective for RecA functions. 

All alleles listed are defective for recombination and LexA 

cleavage. They may also be defective for other functions. 
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Figure 4.2: Mutations In Other Regions of RecA 

Figure 4.2 shows a RecA dimer from the filaments seen in the 
crystal structure. One monomer is dark blue, and the other is light blue. 
In an activated RecA filament, the DNA would be oriented vertically 
behind the dimers shown. 

A) Residues where mutations are 
known to destroy RecA function 
are colored pink and listed 
in Table 4.1. Amino acids where 
mutations do not affect LexA 
cleavage are shown in green 
and listed in Table 4.2. The 
residues are colored In both 
monomers shown. 

B) Residues chosen to be mutagenized 
to cover areas of the surface of RecA 
where there were no known mutants 
are colored orange. Amino acids 
to be mutagenized located in the 
cleft are shown in yellow. The 
residues are colored in both 
monomers. 
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cleavage enough to detect a difference. These are listed in Table 

4.2; only mutations that correspond to residues in the crystal 

structure are included. One particularly interesting member of this 

class was a mutant with a 25 amino acid deletion of the carboxyl 

terminus. This mutant protein is capable of LexA cleavage (Horii et 

al., 1992), ruling out the need to examine residues beyond amino 

acid 327. The residues affected in this class are marked in green in 

Figure 4.2. Again, this type of mutant suggested which residues are 

not important in interactions with LexA. 

Comparison of the published data for the different mutants 

was difficult, since a wide variety of assays has been used to 

assess the phenotypes. However, the assessment of the known 

mutants was only meant as a general guide. Three criteria were 

used to determine residues to be changed for this set of mutants. 

First, areas without previously characterized mutants were 

considered for mutagenesis, consistent with the goal of analyzing 

the surface of RecA. Second, the crystal structure was used as a 

guide to determine what residues are on the surface of the RecA 

protein in a filament, and thus, accessible for interaction with 

other proteins. Third, residues close to the axis of the filament 
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Table 4.2: RecA Mutations that do not Affect LexA Cleavage 

Residue 
Changed 

Change in 
Amino Acid 

Allele 
Number 

Reference 

28 Glu to Lys 718 (Sweasy et al., 1990) 

37 Val to Met 803 (Kowalczykowski, 1991) 

38 Glu to Lys 730 & 1211 (Kowalczykowski, 1991) 
(Wang and Tessman, 1986) 

39 Thr to lie 1235 (Wang and Tessman, 1986) 

44 Ser to Leu none R. Devoret personal communication 

104 Ala to Thr none R. Devoret personal communication 

112 Asp to Gly none R. Devoret personal communication 

117 Ser to Phe 1730 (Dutreix et al., 1992) 

119 Pro to Ser 432 (Ennis et al., 1993) 

139 Asp to Gly 1626 (Liu et al., 1993) 

145 Ser to Thr 1647 (Liu et al., 1993) 

153 Ala to Val none R. Devoret personal communication 

169 Arg to Cys 1203 (Wang and Tessman, 1986) 

179 Ala to Val 1212 (Wang and Tessman, 1986) 

184 Gin to Lys 1202 (Wang and Tessman, 1986) 

187 Thr to Ala 1625 (Liu et al., 1993) 

213 Asn to Lys 1634 (Liu et al., 1993) 

247 Val to Met none R. Devoret personal communication 

257 Glu to Pro 801 (Thoms and Wackemagel, 1988) 

275 Val to Asp 1620 (Liu et al., 1993) 

283 Leu to Glu 2283E (Alexseyev et al., 1996) 

301 Gly to Ser 1601 (Wang and Tessman, 1986) 

C Terminus 25 aa deletion 5327 (Horii et al., 1992) 

Table 4.2 lists recA alleles that are able to cleave LexA. Some are 

also defective for other RecA functions. 
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were not considered. This region was avoided for two reasons. 

First, since this region binds to the DNA and ATP necessary for 

activation (Figure 1.3), mutations in this region would have a 

higher probability for disrupting the basic functions necessary for 

forming the active filaments. Mutations at residues that map to the 

inner surface of the filament such as Pro 67 and Glu 1 54, have 

some specific defects for cleavage of either LexA or UmuD, 

however, mutations at these residues also affect DNA binding 

(Konola et al., 1998) (Nastri et al., 1997). Second, since the 

activated filaments have to form before RecA and LexA can 

interact, these areas of RecA* should be less accessible to LexA. 

Hopefully, one of these site-directed mutants would suggest a 

region in RecA involved in interactions with LexA, and then that 

area could be more carefully analyzed. Residues targeted to cover 

the surface are colored orange in Figure 4.2. 

4 . 4  S i t e - d i r e c t e d  M u t a g e n e s i s  

Once the regions to be targeted for mutagenesis were 

determined, residues in the area were examined. Although the 

crystal structure is that of a filament that is probably not the 
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active form, it was assumed that most of the residues on the 

surface of this structure would also be on the surface of the active 

RecA filament. Two, or in one case three, residues that are grouped 

spatially in the crystal structure were changed simultaneously. If 

the RecA interaction with its coprotease substrates was dependent 

on several relatively weak interactions rather than a few stronger 

interactions, then making multiple changes might strengthen the 

cleavage defective phenotype. In general, hydrophilic residues were 

chosen for mutagenesis. The one exception was two hydrophobic 

residues in the cleft. Residues targeted for mutagenesis are shown 

in yellow and orange in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, and listed in Table 4.3. 

Targeted residues were changed to alanine as described in 

Materials and Methods. Alanine was used since its small side chain 

should reduce contacts without perturbing the overall folding of 

the protein. Similar site-directed mutagenesis schemes have been 

used successfully to examine other protein-protein interactions 

( W e r t m a n  e t  a l . ,  1 9 9 2 ) .  

4 . 5  R e s u l t s  

Each mutant generated by site-directed mutagenesis was 
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Table 4.3: Residues Targeted for Site-Directed Mutants 

Residues Changed to Alanine in 

the Cleft 

Residues Changed to Alanine in 

Other Areas on the Surface 

n 0 2  &  Y 1 0 3  E4 &K8 

R 1 0 5  &  K 1 0 6  Q 1 6  &  K 1 9  

T242 & R243 R 3 3  &  D 3 6  

K232 & E235 R 8 5  &  E 8 6  

E233 & N236 R 1 7 6  &  K 1 7 7  

K 2 5 6  &  Q 2 5 7  E296 & K297 

E259 & Q261 Q300 & N304 

K280, E281 & K282 E 3 1 4  &  K 3 1 7  

E285 & K286 K294 & E318 

K 3 1 0 &  D 3 1 1  K 3 2 1  &  E 3 2 5  

Table 4.3 lists the amino acids changed to alanine in the mutant 

proteins described in this work. These residues are shown in 

yellow in figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
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initially characterized for several different RecA functions 

including UV sensitivity, recombination, LexA cleavage, X CI 

cleavage, and UmuD cleavage. Mutants that were defective for LexA 

cleavage, but appeared to be like wt for UV sensitivity and 

recombination, were then examined by a more quantitative assay 

for UV sensitivity. Mutants that were specifically defective for 

LexA cleavage, as determined by western analysis, were also 

examined for LexA cleavage using pulse labelling. 

4 . 5 . 1  R e c A  M u t a n t  P r o t e i n  L e v e l s  

The RecA mutant proteins were expressed from a multicopy, 

pBR322 derived plasmid, under the tac promoter. Mutants are 

referred to by the one letter amino acid code of the residue changed 

to alanine, followed by the residue number. Since each mutant has 

more than one mutation, the changes are combined into one "word". 

T h u s ,  t h e  m u t a n t  R 1 0 5 K 1 0 6  h a s  a r g i n i n e  1 0 5  a n d  l y s i n e  1 0 6  

changed to alanine, wt refers to wild type, and del, or A, refers to a 

control with the recA gene deleted. 

The first step in characterizing the mutants was to determine 
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if the mutant RecA proteins were being expressed at levels similar 

to wild type using western analysis (Figure 4.3). Results are 

summarized in Table 4.4. 

Most of the mutants have protein levels similar to wild type. 

However, several mutants have lower levels of RecA. Lower protein 

levels may be due to misfolded proteins being targeted for 

degradation. Mutants K294E318 (panel E) and E285K286 (panel C) 

have very low levels, however K294E318 is like wt for almost all 

the tested functions of RecA described below, so even this low 

protein level does not appear to alter RecA function in these 

assays. Interestingly, mutant Q16K19 (panel C) has higher than 

normal levels of protein. It is also important to note that 

R176K177 (panel E) has comparable levels to wild type, even 

though this mutant appears to be completely defective for all RecA 

functions as described below. 

4.5.2 RecA Functions: UV Sensitivitv and Recombination 

The next step in characterizing the mutant proteins was to 

examine their abilities to help cells survive DNA damage, and to 

look more specifically at their ability to perform homologous 
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Figure 4.3: Site-Directed Mutant RecA Protein Levels 
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Figure 4.3 shows the western blot analysis of the RecA protein 
levels for the site-directed mutants. The RecA band is marked. 
R106K106 runs more slowly than wt protein. In other gels, 
E256Q261 runs the same as wt; the apparent difference in 
migration seen here is an artifact. 
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Table 4.4: Summary of Mutant Protein Levels and General Function 

Mutation RecA Protein 
Level 

UV Resistance Recombination 
(rechgam phage growth) 

none (wt) + + + + R G 

R105K106 + + + + R G 

T242R243 + + + S+ G 

K232E235 + + + R G 

E233N236 + + + R G 

n02Y103 + + + + S G-

K280E281 
K282 

+ + + + R G 

K256Q257 + + + + R G 

K310D311 + + + + R G 

E285K286 < R - G 

E259Q261 + + + R G 

E4K8 + + + + R G 

Q16K19 ++++++ R G 

R33D36 + + + R G 

R85E86 + + + + R G 

R176K177 + + + + S NG 

E296K297 + + R G 

Q300N304 + + + + R - G 

E314K317 + R G 

K294E318 < R G 

K321E325 + + + + R G 

Table 4.4 summarizes the data from RecA westerns to determine protein levels, UV 
sensitivity streak tests to determine general RecA function, and the recombination 
assay using red-gam- phage growth. For the RecA westerns, < is less than 10% the 
amount of RecA relative to wt, + is 10-25% wt, ++ is 25-50%, +++ is 50-75%, 
++++ is 75-100%, and ++++++ is 150%. For UV sensitivity, R is like wt, R- is 
slightly sensitive, S is like a no RecA control, and S+ is slightly more resistant than 
the no RecA strain. For growth of the red garrr phage, G is wt growth, G- indicates that 
plaques were smaller and fewer in number, and NG indicates no plaque growth like the 
no RecA control strain. 
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recombination. Exposing cells to UV radiation causes DNA damage, 

such as the formation of thymine dimers. RecA is a key player in 

the repair of such damage. In a wild type cell, exposure to UV light 

normally induces the SOS system. However, this assay is intended 

to look at the repair capability of the mutant proteins specifically. 

In an attempt to avoid complications due to SOS regulation since 

some of these mutants might be defective for cleavage of LexA, and 

therefore unable to derepress the DNA repair genes of the SOS 

system, UV light sensitivity and recombinational function were 

done in a strain without functional LexA, JL2460. 

As a preliminary test, the "sliding card test" (see materials 

and methods), was used to examine the UV sensitivity of the 

mutants compared to wild type and recA deleted strains. Cell 

growth after several different doses of UV light was determined. 

The results are summarized in Table 4.4. Most of the mutants were 

similar to wt in this assay. Two mutants, IIOZYIOS, and R176K177 

were completely defective with the same phenotype as the strain 

without any RecA protein. Another mutant, T242R243 was also very 

sensitive, but was slightly more resistant to UV than the no RecA 

control. 
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To test the recombination ability more specifically, a useful 

phenotype of red-gam phage was exploited. X phage that lack the 

red and gam genes depend upon the recombination function of the 

host cell's RecA protein to make the DNA products that can be 

packaged into the protein coats of the progeny. Thus, the 

recombination function of RecA is required for these phage to make 

a plaque on a cell lawn (Smith, 1983). The red gam- phage, X 

MMS885, was spotted onto lawns of cells that contained the 

different RecA mutants, and the ability of the phage to form 

plaques was observed. These results are summarized in Table 4.4. 

Several mutants, such as T242R243 and I102Y103, that were 

very sensitive to UV appeared to support plaque formation. This 

may be due to the fact that the red-gam- phage test is specific for 

recombination, while survival of DNA damage requires other RecA 

functions. It is known that other recA mutants that are considered 

recombination defective when examined using a Hfr recombination 

assay, such asrec/^142, supported the growth of red-gam- phage 

(Don Ennis personal communication). This suggests that the phage 

test is very sensitive for detecting even low levels of 
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recombination. Also, most of the mutants that had lower levels of 

RecA protein, such as E314K317 and K294E318, still appeared to be 

like wt in these functional assays. 

4.5.3 Comparison of the amount of RecA produced from the 

pTrecA22Q plasmid and levels of RecA protein during the SOS 

response, and the effect of these levels on LexA cleavage. 

Since the pTrecA system was to be used to characterize the 

mutants, it was important to determine how the amount of RecA 

protein produced by the pTrecA plasmid compared to the amount 

found during the normal SOS response. In wild type cells, the recA 

gene on the chromosome is normally repressed by LexA, and the 

level of RecA protein is modulated by induction of the SOS system. 

First, levels of RecA in the repressed state were measured by 

looking at RecA protein levels in cells where the recA gene on the 

chromosome is repressed by LexA3, a non-cleavable LexA mutant. 

In this case, the amount of RecA in the cell would remain constant, 

even when exposed to an SOS Inducing agent, since the LexA can not 

be cleaved. Second, the amount of RecA in wild type cells being 

induced was examined with the genes for wt LexA and wt RecA both 
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on the chromosome under their normal promoters. In this case, the 

level of RecA should increase with time in the presence of SOS 

inducing agent, since the activated RecA* will cleave the LexA. 

Finally, the derepressed state was examined by looking at a strain 

that has RecA expressed from the chromosome, and no LexA. 

RecA protein levels for these different states were compared 

with levels from the pTrecA system using western analysis. The 

results are shown in Figure 4.4, panel A. Two exposures are shown. 

The level of RecA expressed from the pTrecA plasmid is about 

equal to that of RecA expressed from the wt gene on the 

chromosome after 15 minutes of growth in the presence of the SOS 

inducing drug, nalidixic acid (compare lanes 7 and 8). This level is 

lower than that expressed constitutively in cells with no LexA 

(lanes 11 through 13). As expected, cells containing LexA3, the 

pTrecA plasmid, or no LexA, showed no change in RecA protein 

levels when treated with SOS inducing treatment. However, cells 

with the RecA under the control of the wt LexA, showed a marked 

increase in RecA levels when treated (lanes 5 through 7). 

It was also important to determine how the different levels of 

RecA might influence the amount of LexA being cleaved. Figure 4.4, 
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Figure 4.4: Levels of RecA under Different Types of Regulation 
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Figure 4.4 shows the amount of RecA present under different types 
of regulation, and how this affects LexA cleavage. The top two 
panels are different exposures of the same RecA western blot. The 
RecA band is indicated. A cross reacting protein band runs just 
above the RecA band. The bottom panel is a LexA western blot. The 
LexA band is indicated. LexA+ and LexAEK45 co-migrate, while 
LexA3 runs just above. All cells contain LexAEK45 expressed from a 
low copy number plasmid. 
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panel B shows the results of a LexA western blot using the same 

cell strains described above. This allows a direct comparison of 

the amount of RecA to the amount of intact LexA. All of the strains 

carry pJAM92, a low copy number plasmid expressing LexAEK45 

under the lac promoter. LexAEK45 does not bind to the normal LexA 

DNA binding site (Thiiveris and Mount, 1992), and therefore, does 

not repress recA or any of the other SOS genes. However, LexAEK45 

is thought to be cleaved like wt LexA, since the mutation is in the 

amino-terminal region of LexA, and even if the amino terminal 

region is deleted, the truncated LexA is still cleaved normally 

(Little, 1984) as discussed in section 1.4. Also, LexAEK45 is 

probably not misfolded as it is able to repress an altered operator 

sequence. The LexAS in the strain that shows the repressed level of 

RecA, runs slightly above the LexAEK45 band (lanes 4 through 6). 

The wt LexA expressed from the chromosome co-migrates with the 

LexAEK45 from the plasmid. It is therefore difficult to determine 

the relative amount of cleavage in this strain, since the 

chromosomal LexA is much more abundant then the LexAEK45 

expressed from the plasmid (compare lanes 7 and 13). 

By comparing the amount of intact LexAEK45 in the cells with 
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no RecA (lane 1) with the amount in the cells with pTrecA (lane 10) 

or no repression of the recA gene on the chromosome (lane 13), it 

is obvious that much of the LexAEK45 is cleaved even without SOS 

inducing treatment. However, the amount of intact LexAEK45 in the 

untreated cells is about the same in the pTrecA strain and the 

strain with RecA expressed constitutively from the chromosome 

(compare lanes 10 and 13), even though there is much more RecA 

present in the second strain (lanes 8 and 11 in panel A). Thus, 

having more RecA than the amount from pTrecA does not appear to 

influence the amount of intact LexA. On the other hand, the strain 

with lower levels of RecA, since it is repressed by LexA3, appears 

to have more intact LexAEK45 than the pTrecA strain (compare 

lanes 4 and 10 in panel B). This suggests that at lower protein 

levels, the amount of RecA present can influence the amount of 

intact LexA in the cell, even without inducing signals. 

These results indicate that there is a significant amount of 

"basal" cleavage of LexAEK45, even in the absence of SOS inducing 

treatment. This suggests that a certain amount of RecA is 

activated by signals present in normally growing cells, as 

previously seen by indirect assays using reporter genes and 
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directly by pulse labelling (Little, 1983). The source and nature of 

the signals used for basal cleavage is unknown, and such signals 

may be different from the SOS inducing signal. Having more RecA 

present than the amount produced by the pTrecA plasmid does not 

seem to affect the rate of basal cleavage; however, having lower 

amounts of RecA may do so. 

4.5.4 Effect of LexA Protein Concentration on Cleavage Phenotype. 

As well as the concentration of RecA in the cells, the 

concentration of LexA is important for the cleavage reaction. 

Originally, the ability of the mutant proteins to cleave LexA was 

examined using pATT44, which contained LexAEK45 being expressed 

from the lexA promoter. Since LexAEK45 does not repress the lexA 

promoter, there were high levels of LexAEK45 protein in the cells. 

Although not all of the mutant proteins were analyzed using this 

construct, few of the RecA mutant proteins tested appeared to have 

cleavage defects. 

When the analysis of X CI cleavage by the mutant proteins was 

begun, a plasmid that contained X CI under the control of the lac 
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promoter was used as the source of CI protein. This construct 

produced much lower levels of protein than the LexA plasmid. To 

make the amount of LexA and CI proteins more comparable, a lac 

promoter /ex>^EK45 plasmid was constructed. Surprisingly, when 

the LexA cleavage ability of the mutant proteins was examined 

using this construct, several of the mutant proteins appeared to be 

more defective. Figure 4.5 shows an example. In cells with high 

levels of LexA, IIOZYIOS appears to cleave LexA at about the same 

rate as wt RecA (panel A). However, in the cells with lower LexA 

levels (panel B), I102Y103 appears to be somewhat defective for 

LexA cleavage. Although the reason for the difference in phenotype 

between these two conditions is unknown, several different 

mutants appeared to be more defective at lower LexA levels. The 

analysis of LexA cleavage described below was done using the 

lower levels of protein. 

4.5.5 LexA Cleavage 

The ability of the mutant proteins to support cleavage of LexA 

was examined using western analysis. The results are shown in 

Figure 4.6, and are summarized in Table 4.5. As noted above, in 
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Figure 4.5: Effect of LexA Protein Level on Cleavage Phenotype 
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Figure 4.5 shows LexA western blots for wt RecA and the II02Y103 
mutant under two different conditions. In panel A, LexAEK45 is 
present in much higher levels (approximately 20 fold) than in panel B. 
The LexAEK45 band is marked. Other bands are cross reacting proteins. 
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Figure 4.6: LexA Cleavage by Site-Directed Mutants 
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Figure 4.6 shows the results of LexA western analysis with the site-directed 
mutants. The LexA band is marked; other bands are proteins that cross react 
with the LexA antibody. Minutes after induction refers to how long the cells were 
grown after the addition of nalidixic acid. 
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Table 4.5 Summary of LexA Cleavage by the RecA Mutants 

Mutation Amount of LexA 
Before Induction 

Amount of LexA 15 
Minutes After 
Induction 

Phenotype 

none (wt) + + < wt 

R105K106 + + + + slightly defective 

T242R243 + + < wt 

K232E235 + + + + slightly defective 

E233N236 + + + + slightly defective 

I102Y103 + + + + + slightly defective 

K280E281K282 + + + + + slightly defective 

K256Q257 + + < wt 

K310D311 + + + + slightly defective 

E285K286 + + + + + slightly defective 

E259Q261 < wt 

E4K8 + + < wt 

Q16K19 + + + + + + defective 

R33D36 + + < wt 

R85E86 + + < wt 

R176K177 + + + + + + + + completely defective 

E296K297 + + + + slightly defective 

Q300N304 + < constitutive 

E314K317 + + + < wt 

K294E318 + + < wt 

K321E325 + + < wt 

Table 4.5 summarizes LexA cleavage by the RecA mutants as analyzed using westerns. 
The number of pluses is the relative amount of intact LexA, < is less than 10% relative 
to ArecA, + is 10-25% wt, ++ is 25-50%, +++ is 50-75%, and ++++ is 75-
100%. 
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cells with the wild type pTrecA plasmid, some of the LexAEK45 is 

cleaved even in the absence of inducing treatment. However, the 

amount of basal LexA cleavage varied among the different mutants 

as can be seen by comparing the 0 time point lanes for wt and the 

mutants. For example, before addition of nalidixic acid, Q16K19, 

E285K286, and K280E281K282, (panels D, C, and B respectively) 

appeared to have an amount of intact LexA similar to the Arecy4 

strain. The amount of basal LexA cleavage does not appear to 

depend on the amount of RecA mutant protein. Q16K19 has very low 

levels of basal cleavage, yet had higher levels of mutant RecA. On 

the other hand, K294E318 protein was present at very low levels 

compared to wt RecA, and yet had the same amount of basal 

cleavage of LexA as wt. This suggests that the amount of basal 

cleavage is limited by the amount of signal in the cell. 

The variation in the amount of LexA at the 0 time point makes 

assessment of the ability of the mutants to cleave LexA difficult, 

since some mutants are essentially starting with more LexA before 

RecA activation. Mutants with more intact LexA present before 

treatment may be of two types: mutant proteins that interact 

poorly with LexA, or, mutants that can not effectively make use of 
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the basal signals in the uninduced cell. Distinguishing between 

these two types is not possible using these data, but later 

experiments try to address this issue (see below). 

Although the issue of basal cleavage complicates 

interpretation, some conclusions about the mutant proteins are 

fairly clear. Half of the mutant proteins appear to cleave LexA as 

well as wt. This includes T242R243 (panel A), even though this 

mutant is very UV sensitive. This result confirms studies with 

other RecA alleles that are mutated at residue 243. Only R176K177 

is completely defective for cleavage (panel E). This protein appears 

to be defective for all other RecA functions tested as well, and is 

probably not interesting in the context of this study. Q1 6K19 (panel 

D) appears to be defective for LexA cleavage as well, but still 

retains some cleavage activity. Eight other mutant proteins appear 

to be slightly defective for cleavage, and seven of these have 

mutations that map to the cleft. 

4.5.6 X. CI Cleavage 

Next, the mutants were assessed for cleavage of X CI protein. A 
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low copy number plasmid with CI controlled by the lac promoter, 

pJAMlS, was used to produce CI protein. The western blots are 

shown in Figure 4.7, and are summarized in Table 4.6. There does 

not appear to be a significant amount of X CI cleaved in the absence 

of inducing signal, so the ability of the mutants to cleave CI was 

based on the amount of intact protein after 40 minutes growth in 

nalidixic acid. 

As with LexA, the mutants have a wide range of phenotypes. 

Again, over half of the mutant proteins are able to cleave CI at 

least as well as wt RecA. In fact, three mutants, K256Q257, 

E259Q261, and Q300N304 are constitutive for cleavage (see panels 

B and D), although E259Q261 is weaker than the others. All of the 

other mutant proteins, except R176K177, retain some ability to 

cleave CI, although six are noticeably defective. Somewhat 

unexpected was the defect in cleavage of T242R243 (panel A), 

since other alleles of RecA with changes at residue 243 were able 

to induce X prophage. This result is interesting since previous work 

suggested that prophage induction requires the cleavage of 90% of 

the CI (Bailone et al., 1979). It is possible that the presence of the 
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Figure 4.7: >,CI Cleavage by Site-Directed Mutants 
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Figure 4.7 shows the results of the X CI cleavage western analysis. The CI band is 
marked; the band just above it is a protein that cross reacts with the antibody. Minutes 
after induction refer to how long the cells were grown with nalidixic acid. 
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Table 4.6: Summary of X CI Cleavage by RecA Mutants 

Mutation Amount of \ CI Protein Phenotype 

wild type < wt 

R105K106 + slightly defective 

T242R243 ++ defective 

K232E235 -H- defective 

E233N236 < wt 

I102Y103 -hH- defective 

K280E281K282 ++ defective 

K256Q257 < constitutive 

K310D311 +4- defective 

E285K286 + slightly defective 

E259Q261 < constitutive 

E4K8 ++ defective 

Q1 6K19 < wt 

R33D36 < wt 

R85E86 < wt 

R176K177 1 II 1 completely defective 

E296K297 < wt 

Q300N304 < constitutive 

E314K317 + slightly defective 

K294E318 + slightly defective 

K321E325 < wt 

Table 4.6 summarizes the amount of X CI protein left after 40 minutes growth in the 
SOS inducing agent, nalidixic acid. The number of pluses is the relative amount of 
intact X CI, < is less than 10%, + is 10-25% wt, ++ is 25-50%, +++ is 50-75%, 
and ++++ is 75-100% relative to ArecA. 
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T242 change as well as the R243 mutation, makes this mutant 

more defective than the alleles only changed at R243 that were 

studied. 

4.5.7 UmuD Cleavage 

The ability of the RecA mutants to mediate cleavage of UmuD 

producing UmuD' was also examined. In the cells used for analysis, 

UmuD was expressed from the wild type chromosomal gene. A lexA 

deleted strain was used to prevent repression of the umuD gene. 

The results from the westerns are shown in Figure 4.8, and are 

summarized in Table 4.7. The cleavage product, UmuD', is easily 

visible in the western blots, and the ratio of UmuD to UmuD' is 

useful for assessing cleavage. As with CI, the presence of the 

pTrecA plasmid did not appear to cause significant cleavage of 

UmuD until the cells were treated with nalidixic acid to activate 

the RecA. 

Almost all of the mutant proteins cleaved UmuD like wt RecA. 

Only five showed any defects for UmuD cleavage. As expected from 

other studies on mutant proteins changed at residue 243, 

T242R243 was completely defective for cleavage (panel A). 
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Figure 4.8: UmuD Cleavage by Site-Directed Mutants 
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Figure 4.8 shows the results of the UmuD cleavage western analysis. The D and D' stds 
lanes are standards from cells over producing UmuD and UmuD', and serve as markers. 
Minutes after induction refers to how long the cells were grown with nalidixic acid before 
the sample was taken. 
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Table 4.7: Summary of UmuD Cleavage by RecA Mutants 

Mutation Amount of UmuD Protein Phenotype 

none (wt) + wt 

R105K106 + wt 

T242R243 -H-H- completely defective 

K232E235 < hypercleavable 

E233N236 + wt 

n02Y103 -H-h defective 

K280E281K282 -H- slightly defective 

K256Q257 + wt 

K310D311 4- wt 

E285K286 ++ slightly defective 

E259Q261 + wt 

E4K8 + wt 

Q16K19 + wt 

R33D36 -1- wt 

R85E86 + wt 

R176K177 -H-H- completely defective 

E296K297 -1- wt 

Q300N304 < constitutive 

E314K317 + wt 

K294E318 -f- wt 

K321E325 + wt 

Table 4.7 summarizes the amount of UmuD left after 90 minutes growth in the SOS 
inducing agent, nalidixic acid. The number of pluses is the relative amount of intact 
UmuD; < is less than 10%, + is 10-25% wt, ++ is 25-50%, +++ is 50-75%, and 
++++ is 75-100% relative to ArecA. 
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K232E235 also displayed an interesting "hypercleavable" 

phenotype (panel A). Cells with this mutant protein appear to have 

all of the UmuD processed to UmuD' by the 60 minute time point, 

whereas wt RecA has about equal amounts of UmuD and UmuD' 

present. 

4.5.8 Further Characterization of Selected Mutants 

The original goal of this project was to determine residues in 

RecA that interact with LexA by isolating mutants that were 

specifically defective for cleavage of LexA. The cleavage 

phenotypes of the mutants are summarized in table 4.8. Three of 

the mutants, E233N236, Q16K19, and E296K297, appear to have the 

desired phenotype. Although these mutants behave like wt in the UV 

sensitivity and recombination assays used, it is possible that the 

LexA specific phenotype is a result of the mutations affecting the 

proteins' ability to form the necessary activated filaments. The 

methods for assessing UV sensitivity and recombination may not 

have been sensitive enough to detect small differences in activity. 

In an attempt to determine if the mutants specifically 

defective for LexA cleavage have defects in other RecA functions, 
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Table 4.8: Summary of Mutant Cleavage Phenotypes 

Mutation LexA Cleavage 
Phenotype 

CI Cleavage 
Phenotype 

UmuD Cleavage 
Phenotype 

none (wt) wt wt wt 

R105K106 slightly defective slightly defective wt 

T242R243 wt defective completely defective 

K232E235 slightly defective defective hypercleavable 

E233N236 slightly defective wt wt 

I102Y103 slightly defective defective defective 

K280E281K282 slightly defective defective slightly defective 

K256Q257 wt constitutive wt 

K310D311 slightly defective defective wt 

E285K286 slightly defective slightly defective slightly defective 

E259Q261 wt constitutive wt 

E4K8 wt defective wt 

Q16K19 defective wt wt 

R33D36 wt wt wt 

R85E86 wt wt wt 

R176K177 completely 
defective 

completely 
defective 

completely defective 

E296K297 slightly defective wt wt 

Q300N304 constitutive constitutive constitutive 

E314K317 wt slightly defective wt 

K294E318 wt slightly defective wt 

K321E325 wt wt wt 
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the DNA repair function was examined using a more sensitive 

assay. The survival of cells containing E233N236, Q16K19, or 

E296K297 exposed to different doses of UV light was analyzed and 

compared to wt and ArecA strains. The results are shown as the 

survival curve in Figure 4.9. E233N236 and E296K297 are the same 

as wt, while Q16K19 appears to be slightly more UV sensitive. 

Also, since LexA is cleaved rapidly after the induction of the 

SOS response, LexA cleavage was examined at shorter time periods 

after induction than CI or UmuD. LexA cleavage was last examined 

at 1 5 minutes, compared to 40 minutes for CI and 90 minutes for 

UmuD. It is possible that these RecA mutant proteins are activated 

slowly, and may have problems competing with single stranded DNA 

binding protein for ssDNA, or with other steps in the formation of 

activated filaments. However, at later times the mutant proteins 

could cleave CI or UmuD, because after longer treatments with 

nalidixic acid, enough of the mutant RecA proteins were activated 

to support normal cleavage. To determine if the specific defect in 

LexA cleavage was due to slow activation of the mutant RecA 

proteins, the ability of these mutants to cleave LexA was also 

examined using a pulse of 35S-met label. This method follows the 
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Figure 4.9: Survival Curve for RecA Mutant Proteins Specifically 
Defective for LexA Cleavage 

no recA 
wt 

- E233N236 

^ Q16K19 
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Figure 4.9 is the survival curve for recA mutants specifically defective 
for LexA cleavage. Q16K19 is slightly more sensitive than wt. 
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fate of LexA molecules that are made at the same time, so that 

rates of synthesis and cleavage can be examined. Also, labelling 

can be done at any time after induction, LexA cleavage was 

examined 30 minutes after induction, so that the mutant RecA 

proteins would have longer to become activated. 

Unfortunately, the plasmid carrying the LexAEK45 gene did not 

produce enough protein to be seen in this assay. Instead, strains 

with the wt lexA gene under the lexA promoter on the chromosome 

were used. Since LexA represses its own promoter in this 

situation, cells with RecA mutants that can not cleave LexA well 

will produce less LexA during labelling. Cultures containing the 

mutants, wt, or C^recA were grown to midlog phase, and then 

treated with nalidixic acid for 30 minutes to activate the RecA 

proteins. 35S-met was then added to the cultures, and samples 

were taken at different times. The cells were lysed, and the LexA 

precipitated with polyclonal LexA antibody as described in 

materials and methods. The results are shown in Figure 4.10. 

Q16K19 cells have much less LexA to begin with, and less of the 

intact LexA is cleaved, suggesting that this mutant is defective for 

LexA cleavage. The E233N236 and E296K297 may have slight 
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Figure 4.10: Analysis of LexA Cleavage by Pulse Labeling 
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Figure 4.10 shows the results of a pulse labeling experiment. The 
bands for intact LexA and a LexA cleavage fragment are labeled. 
Other bands are proteins that were pulled down with LexA in the 
immunioprecipatation steps. The lane marked with an asterisk 
had cold LexA protein added to compete for the antibody. The 
LexA in these cells is under its own promoter, and is therefore 
subject to autoregulation. 
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defects in LexA cleavage, but look fairly similar to wt. 

Seven out of the ten mutants in the cleft showed some defect 

for LexA cleavage, but except for E233N236, these mutants also 

had defects in cleavage of other proteins as well (table 4.8). To 

determine if these defects were due to an interaction with LexA, or 

if the mutants were defective for other RecA functions, survival 

curves were done for these mutants as well. The results are shown 

in Figure 4.11. E285K286 and I102Y103 were not included. Work by 

Kurumizaka et al had shown a mutation at K286 was defective for 

binding a second strand of DNA as discussed below (Kurumizaka et 

al., 1996), and I102Y103 had already been determined to be UV 

sensitive (table 4.4). T242R243 was included for comparison to 

previously characterized recA alleles changed at R243, and as was 

noted previously, it is very sensitive to UV. However, the other 

mutants appear to be similar to wt RecA, suggesting they have no 

major defects in DNA repair functions. 

4.6 Discussion 

A summary of the mutants' cleavage phenotypes is presented in 

table 4.8 above. The mutants have a wide range of phenotypes; 
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Figure 4.11: Survival Curve for LexA Cleavage Defective Mutants 
in the Cleft 
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Figure 4.11 shows the survivial curves for cells with recA mutants with 
changes in the cleft. 
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however, they can be grouped into several categories (Table 4.9). 

The first group of mutants closely resemble wild type in the 

assays used. Three mutants, R33D36, R85E86, and K321E325 appear 

to be of this type. It is certainly possible that some of these 

mutants have defects that were not detected; however, they 

probably have no major defects in the RecA functions examined. 

The second group is mutants that appear to be defective for all 

RecA functions. R176K177 is the most severely affected mutant, 

and appears to be completely non-functional. Although the RecA 

western blots confirmed the presence of normal levels of protein, 

R176K177 strains were indistinguishable from LrecA cells in all 

of the assays. It is reasonable to conclude that this mutant is 

defective for some basic function, such as binding to ssDNA, which 

makes it unable to form activated filaments. Another mutant that 

appeared to exhibit defects in every assay is n02Y103; however, it 

retained some function in several of the assays. This was the only 

protein with mutations in hydrophobic residues. Although I102Y103 

showed UV sensitivity similar to that of ArecA, it did retain slight 

activity for the other functions tested. This mutant protein must 

therefore be able to form some type of activated filament. 
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Table 4.9: RecA Mutant Protein Functional Categories 

Category 

wt 

RecA Mutant Proteins 

R33D36 

R85E86 

K321E325 

Defective for 

all functions 

R176K177 

n02Y103 

Defective for cleavage 

of all proteins 

Constitutive 

K280E281K282 

E285K286 

Q300N304 for all 

K256Q257 for CI 

E259Q261 for CI 

Defective for cleavage 

of UmuD and CI 

T242R243 

Defective for cleavage 

of LexA and CI 

R105K106 

K232E235 

K3100311 

Specifically defective 

for CI cleavage 

E4K8 

K294E318 

E314K317 

Specifically defective 

for LexA cleavage 

Q16K19 

E233N236 

E296K297 

Table 4.9 groups the RecA mutant proteins into several classes on 

the basis of their phenotypes in the assays described in this work. 
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Two mutants, E285K286 and K280E281K282 show some 

defects for cleavage of each protein tested. However, 

K280E281K282 is like wt for UV resistance and recombination, and 

E285K286 is only slightly UV sensitive and is like wt for 

recombination. The effects of mutations in some of these same 

residues on DNA binding was examined in vitro by Kurumizaka et al 

(Kurumizaka et al., 1996). This group changed the Lys residues at 

286 and 280+282 (a double mutant) to Asn, purified the proteins, 

and characterized their abilities to bind DNA and form 

complementary duplexes. The RecAK280K282N mutant had about 

60% wt activity for binding a second strand of dsDNA and for 

homologous pairing, however, these defects were overcome by 

increasing the amount of protein. RecAK286N was found to very 

defective, with only «10% wt activity, for binding of secondary 

dsDNA, and these defects were not alleviated by addition of more 

mutant protein. My mutations in these residues probably have 

similar defects, as changing the lys residues to ala is chemically a 

more severe change than to asn. The relationship between binding 

of a secondary strand of DNA and cleavage of proteins remains 

unclear, but is discussed more later. 
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Several of the mutants were constitutive for cleavage of one 

or more of the proteins studied. Q300N304 showed constitutive 

cleavage for all of the proteins analyzed. These mutations, shown 

in yellow in Figure 4.12, map to a surface loop of RecA thought to 

be involved in the interfilament interactions important in forming 

storage bundles. Residues making interfilament contacts in the 

RecA crystal structure are shown in green in Figure 4.12. A current 

model suggests that mutations that disrupt this interaction 

prevents RecA from being "stored", and thus effectively increases 

the amount of RecA monomers in the cell leading to an increase in 

binding to RNA and other inappropriate signals. Q300N304's 

constitutive activity fits well with this model. 

The other mutants with constitutive activities, K256Q257 and 

E259Q261, are only constitutive for the cleavage of XC\. These 

mutations do not lie near residues previously characterized as 

being constitutive. The mutated residues are shown in red, and 

other previously characterized constitutive mutations are green in 

Figure 4.12. Other constitutively activated mutants have been 

isolated in the DNA binding loops that are not included in the 
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Figure 4.12 shows where the constitutive mutants map to the RecA 
structure. Residues 300 and 304 are highlighted in yellow, and show 
where the mutant constitutive for cleavage of all the proteins maps. 
Residues 256,257,259, and 261 corresponding to the mutants 
constitutive for CI cleavage are in red. Residues changed in some 
previously identified constitutively activated mutations, 38, 39, 169, 
179, 184, 298, and 301 are in green. 
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structure. However, most of these RecA mutants previously 

characterized were isolated on the basis of constitutive activation 

for LexA cleavage. In fact, most of them have not been examined for 

cleavage of X CI or UmuD. Unfortunately, the basis for the selective 

constitutive activity of these mutants cannot be explained using 

our current understanding of RecA functions. However, it seems 

doubtful, although not impossible, that direct interaction with the 

specific cleavable proteins is involved, as perturbing such an 

interaction is much more likely to prevent binding of CI or UmuD 

than enhance it. 

Much of the support for the current model that the cleavable 

proteins bind in the cleft Is based on the fact that mutations at 

R243 are defective for cleavage of UmuD and OSO repressor, and 

not LexA. It had also been previously reported that R243 mutants 

were competent for A, CI cleavage based on the ability of these 

alleles to promote prophage induction. However, the T242R243 

mutant analyzed in this study was defective for cleavage of CI as 

determined by western blots. The mutant examined here may be 

more defective due to the second mutation. Although T242R243 
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promoted recombination in the red gam phage growth assay, it is 

very sensitive to UV light, suggesting defects in other RecA 

functions. 

Also, three of the mutants, E4K8, E314K317, and K294E318 

were specifically defective for cleavage of CI. Since CI cleavage 

was examined at later time points than LexA cleavage, the concern 

over the ability of these mutants to become activated is lessened. 

If the mutants are like wt for LexA cleavage, then they should be 

able to form activated filaments. These mutants may help 

determine the region of interaction between RecA and X CI, and the 

residues changed in this class of mutant are shown in yellow in 

figure 4.13. 

R105K106, K310D311,and K232E235 are defective for cleavage 

of both LexA and CI. These mutations may be in a region that is 

important for binding of both LexA and CI, or, as discussed above, 

these mutant RecA proteins may require more time to become 

activated. The amino acids changed in these mutants are shown in 

orange in figures 4.13 and 4.14. 

As discussed above, three mutant proteins Q16K19, E296K297, 
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Figure 4.13: Mutants Defective forX CI cleavage 

Figure 4.13 shows where the mutants defective for cleavage of CI map 
to the RecA structure. Residues changed in mutants specifically 
defective for CI cleavage, E4, KB, E314, K317, K294, E318 are colored 
yellow. Amino acids changed in mutants defective for CI cleavage and 
cleavage of other proteins, R105, K106, K310, 0311, K232, and 
N235 are shown in orange. 
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Figure 4.14 shows where the mutants defective for LexA cleavage map 
to the RecA structure. Residues changed in the RecA mutant with the 
strongest specific defect for LexA cleavage, Q16, K19, are shown in 
purple. Amino acids in two other RecA mutants with weaker specifice 
defects in LexA cleavage, E296, K297, E233, and N236, are shown in 
red. Amino acids changed in mutants defective for cleavage of LexA and 
CI, R105, K106,KB 10, D311, K232,and E235, are colored orange. 
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and E233N236 are specifically defective for cleavage of LexA. 

Residues 16 and 19 are shown in purple, and amino acids 296, 297, 

233, and 236 are shown in red in figure 4.14. Q16K19 has the 

strongest phenotype, and the data from the pulse labelling 

experiment and the UV survival curve support the hypothesis that 

this mutant protein is defective for interactions with LexA but not 

defective for forming activated filaments. E296K297 and 

E233N236 have weaker phenotypes, but are still interesting 

candidates for examining RecA - LexA interactions. 

The mutants described in this work have been subjected to 

several different assays for the functions of RecA. However, there 

are still many difficulties in interpreting the data. For example, 

changes at residues K280 and K282 have been shown to decrease 

the ability of RecA to bind a second strand of DNA in vitro 

(Kurumizaka et al., 1996). However, mutations at these same 

residues only have a small effect on the in vivo phenotype seen in 

the UV survival curves (Figure 4.11). This may be due to higher 

levels of mutant protein, since increasing protein concentration 

was also found to overcome these defects in vitro. As shown in 

Figure 4.4, the pTrecA plasmid provides a higher amount of RecA 
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protein than normally growing cells, but It produces less protein 

than the derepressed wt recA promoter. Even though we may use 

western analysis to determine the total amount of protein in the 

cells, we do not know how much protein is necessary for the 

different biological functions. To disentangle the many functions of 

RecA requires a better base of knowledge about how changes in the 

biochemical steps examined in vitro affect the phenotypes we see 

in cells. 

As well as the RecA concentrations affecting the observed 

phenotypes, the concentrations of the cleavable proteins may also 

have an effect. As described above, defects in cleavage were more 

easily detected in the cells with a lower level of LexA protein. Why 

this should be the case is unclear. However, there may be several 

different factors. One possibility is that the concentration of the 

LexA is above the Km at the higher levels. No mutants specifically 

defective for RecA mediated cleavage have been isolated in LexA. 

This may be because the normal level of the proteins prevent 

defects in cleavage from being observed. 

Even with the difficulties in interpreting the data, it is clear 
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that several of the mutants characterized have defects in 

mediating cleavage of the proteins studied. However, whether these 

defects arise from problems directly involved in interactions 

between the two proteins, or if they affect cleavage in some other 

manner, can not be clearly resolved with this data. Certainly 

Q16K19, E296K297, and E233N236 are good candidates for 

disrupting the interactions with LexA, and these proteins should be 

purified and characterized in vitro. 

If these mutants are defective for interaction with LexA, it 

would suggest that LexA does not bind entirely in the cleft as 

previously proposed. Figure 4.15 shows the RecA filament structure 

with the mutations specific for LexA cleavage defects highlighted 

in red, and the mutants defective for LexA and CI cleavage in 

orange. If LexA binds in the cleft as suggested, shown in B by the 

yellow ring, then it would be hard for LexA to interact with these 

residues. It is possible that residues are in very different positions 

in the activated filament than in the crystal structure, and they 

can then interact with LexA in the cleft. Another possibility is that 

LexA binds in the groove of the RecA filament, shown in figure 4.15 

A by the position of the green ring. This would still require the 
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Figure 4.15: Possible Models for LexA Binding 

A) B) 

Figure 4.15 illustrates some possible models for LexA binding to RecA. 
Purple and red residues are where the mutants specific for LexA cleavage 
map to the RecA structure (as in fig. 4.14). Amino acids in mutants that 
are defective for LexA and CI cleavage are orange. The rings represent 
LexA as a compact globular protein, and are approximately the correct 
relative size. Rings were used to represent LexA so that the rest of the 
monomer could be seen. In A the green ring shows how LexA may bind 
In the groove of the RecA filament touching residues on monomers 
separated by a tum of the helix. In this panel the RecA helix has been 
tilted to emphasize the groove. In B the yellow ring illustrates how LexA 
may bind within the cleft formed by two adjacent monomers. In this 
panel, the RecA filament has been tilted to show the cleft. 
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formation of an activated filament of RecA for cleavage, as 

contacts would be made with at least two monomers that were one 

turn of the helix apart. 

On the other hand, the model of LexA binding in the cleft cannot 

be ruled out by my data. Four mutants with altered residues in the 

cleft, R105K106, E285K286, K3100311 and K280E281K282, show 

slight defects in promoting LexA cleavage. These residues are 

yellow in Figure 4.14. The fact that the residues K286, K280 and 

K282 have been shown to be important in binding of a second strand 

of DNA (Kurumizaka et al., 1996) does not necessarily mean that 

these residues are not also involved in interactions with LexA. In 

fact, resent work has suggested that binding of a noncleavable 

LexA to RecA prevents RecA from binding a second strand of DNA 

(Harmon et al., 1996)(Rehrauer et al,, 1996). If the same region is 

involved in binding LexA and interactions with the secondary strand 

of DNA, then one might expect mutations that affect both of these 

functions. Since the regions of RecA involved in binding of the 

secondary strand of DNA have not yet been determined, LexA 

blocking secondary DNA binding does not help to distinguish either 

model for LexA binding. If LexA does bind in the cleft, it would be 
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interesting to determine how residues Q16 and K19, which are the 

farthest away, are affecting LexA cleavage. Although these two 

different models are shown in figure 4.15 as being separate, it is 

certainly possible that LexA, and the other proteins, could make 

contacts both in the cleft, and across the groove. However, the 

structure of the activated RecA filament is probably more 

elongated than that of the filament in the crystal structure. This 

would create a wider groove than the one seen in figure 4.15, 

increasing the distance between the orange residues in the cleft, 

and the red residues (Q16 and K19) projecting up into the groove on 

the next turn. 

4.7 Future Directions 

The next step in characterization of the mutants discussed in 

this work should be purification of the proteins and analysis of 

their properties in vitro. As discussed above, the levels of the RecA 

and LexA proteins present in cells may mask defects in the mutant 

proteins' different functions. Unfortunately, a good system for 

ranking the strength of the interaction between LexA and different 

RecA mutant proteins has not yet been developed. The ability of 
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RecA proteins to interact with LexA has been determined soley on 

the basis of the ability to cleave LexA. This does not distinguish 

between RecA proteins that have defects in binding LexA, and those 

that can bind LexA, but not stabilize the conformation necessary 

for LexA to undergo autocleavage. It is also possible that RecA does 

contribute directly to cleavage, and again, this type of mutant 

could not be distinguished. To thoroughly analyze the nature of the 

RecA-LexA interaction, the development of an assay that can 

differentiate binding and cleavage is key. 

As discussed in section 3.7, a genetic selection for recA 

alleles defective for LexA binding could be designed, if the binding 

of LexA prevents binding to a second strand of DNA leading to DNA 

damage sensitive cells. Another possible approach would be to look 

for RecA suppressors of the X CI mutants specific for defects in 

RecA mediated cleavage (Gimble and Sauer, 1986). Although no 

RecA mediated cleavage defective LexA mutants have been 

isolated, suppressor analysis of the X CI mutants could provide 

valuable insight into how RecA regulates cleavage of all the 

cleavable proteins. 
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